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Abstract 

This research explores diverse vocal styles from three distinct musical cultures: Irish traditional, 

Flamenco, and Persian Classical; and how they can enrich and extend the composition and 

performance of contemporary commercial music (CCM). Although fusion music exists in CCM, 

there is little research into the benefits that non-Western styles can provide for CCM vocalists, 

musicians and composers. This has left a gap in literary resources which may benefit the artistic 

practice of CCM artists. This research explores my own investigation into learning Irish 

traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical vocal styles, and how I implemented them in my own 

performances and compositions. Qualitative research was employed through one-on-one vocal 

tuition, interviews, and workshops with professionals in each chosen style. Research also 

included listening to music from each style, attending concerts, and analysing case studies of 

successful cross-cultural musics within CCM. Furthermore, the historical, cultural and musical 

components of Irish traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical music were investigated to 

inform me of the key areas that needed to be implemented within my own performances and 

compositions in each style. As a singer-songwriter, my exploration of these musics is 

demonstrated in a seven-track album, each song implementing the musical characteristics of at 

least one chosen style. My own exploration demonstrates the benefits of exploring music from 

diverse vocal cultures to expand and enrich artistic practice. It also highlights the need for further 

investigation into non-Western musical cultures by other CCM practitioners (vocalists, 

musicians, composers and teachers). Ultimately, this dissertation can contribute to the field of 

CCM and may inspire further investigation of non-Western styles by other CCM scholars, 

teachers and artists.       
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1 Preface 

My childhood was a rich tapestry of musical and cultural diversity, one in which music played an 

integral role in everyday life. Born in Australia to a Colombian mother who had a demanding 

career as a concert pianist, one of my earliest memories was lying under her grand piano as she 

endlessly practiced for upcoming recitals. I also remember the day-long Latin lunches she 

attended. Each year brought insurmountable stress as she spent weeks planning a special menu 

and preparing the house to impress her friends. Trips to Colombia to visit distant family and 

friends - strange people with weird accents, broken English that quickly blurred into a string of 

sounds I could not understand. My mother would take her rightful place at the piano while her 

friends danced and sang along to the familiar Latin tunes she played. There was rich food and 

plenty of laughter, I did not understand what they were saying but sensed the culture within my 

blood. I knew that I was related to this culture - a culture so different from that of my homeland, 

Australia.  

These experiences shaped my worldview of music and sparked my curiosity and interest about 

the various ways musicians in other cultures express their identities through the arts; I also began 

to question where my worldview of music could fit within Australian culture. As a contemporary 

vocalist, my exposure to and training in Western Classical music throughout my formative years, 

shaped my appreciation for a wide range music styles. From a young age, exploring and 

mimicking sounds always came naturally. I would marvel at the transformative qualities of the 

voice and its ability to manipulate and shape sound. These early experiences led to a deep 

appreciation for the many musical styles outside the Western music repertoire. Additionally, they 

inspired my artistic practice as I began incorporating non-Western styles into my compositions 

and singing performance repertoire. 
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1.1 Introduction 

With the exponential growth of media technologies over the last Century, music practitioners 

(such as singer-songwriters, teachers, musicians and composers) now have an increased ability to 

learn and connect with other cultures (Bennett, 2001; Drummond, 2005; Gammond & Gloag, 

2002). Technology has greatly impacted traditional Western musics with a ready cross-

fertilization of ethnic and Western cultures facilitating the growth of what could be described as 

popular music fusions; that is the combining of styles such as jazz with pop/rock, country/pop 

and country/rock, R&B influenced pop and popularized hybrid styles such as Afro/Cuban and 

Latin/pop, which infuses South American and North American musical cultures (Cepeda, 2000).   

 

According to experts in the field, exploring music from other cultures can extend artistic practice 

as well as enhance musical creations (Drummond, 2005; Volk, 1998):  

Studying the music of other cultures can broaden the students’ sound base, enabling them 

to be more open and tolerant of new musical sounds. Learning the concepts of music as 

they are applied worldwide also give students’ a wider palette of compositional and 

improvisational devices. It can also help them place the Western classical (art) music 

tradition in perspective as part of the world of music. (Volk, 1998, p. 6)  

 

Over the past thirty years there has been a growing acceptance of transcultural plurality and 

cross-cultural practice in popular music which is most prevalent in the lives of today’s youth 

(Drummond, 2005). Drummond goes on to suggest that this growth may be due to advancements 

in media technology and fusions in popular music which target young adults.  

 

It is argued that cross-cultural learning can broaden a student’s understanding of the various 

transcultural musical disciplines and tonalities that are in existence (Drummond, 2005; Volk, 
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2008). This exposure can extend his or her musical creations while deepening his or her 

awareness of their own culture and artistic practice. 

 

In this age of globalization, different cultures may be observed and experienced remotely. For 

example, there are many opportunities to hear diverse musics online, on recordings and in live 

performance. As a singer-songwriter and professional performer I have been inspired by artistic 

traditions outside of my own heritage and cultural upbringing to incorporate diverse vocal styles 

and musical elements into my original compositions. In my career, as both a performer and vocal 

tutor I am intrigued by the versatility of the voice and how the voice is used to convey 

expression. Indeed, singing is recognized as a form of musical expression most innate in human 

beings, and plays an important role in the transmission of oral music traditions, such as many 

folk and traditional styles (Panteli et al., 2017, p. 636) 

 

In the context of the growing popularity and accessibility of music from other cultures, my 

research aimed to explore the ways in which vocal styles from three chosen traditions, - Irish 

traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical, - could enrich and extend my own performances and 

compositions in contemporary commercial music (CCM).  

 

Contemporary commercial music, is a term coined by respected pedagogue LoVetri (2008). 

CCM refers to any musical style previously referred to as “non-Classical” and replaces the 

sometimes-vague term “Popular music” which changes with the demand of the general public 

(Manuel, 1988). As a singer-songwriter, I have begun infusing non-Western musical styles into 
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my “Indie” pop music compositions. According to Fonarow (2006), “Indie” music may be 

described as:  

(1) a type of musical production affiliated with small independent record labels with a 

distinctive mode of independent distribution; (2) a style of music that has a particular 

sound and stylistic conventions; (3) music that communicates a particular ethos; (4) a 

category of critical assessment; and (5) music that can be contrasted with other styles, 

such as mainstream pop, dance, blues, country, or classical. (p. 26) 

 

As Indie music falls under the CCM banner, my research aimed to extend my own artistic  

practice and compositions, as well as add to the limited academic resources within CCM. 

 

What first attracted me to non-Western styles (in particular Irish traditional, Flamenco and 

Persian Classical music), was an admiration for the raw and somewhat spiritual qualities that 

singers of these cultural practices evoke both in myself and seemingly in audiences worldwide. 

Furthermore, I was inspired by the versatility of the singers from these distinct styles and how 

they were able to convey expression through vocal production. Emotive elements of their vocal 

sound appealed to my own emotive experiences as a human being. As Chapman states, “primal 

sounds emanate from our human needs, have emotional triggers, and are part of a whole pattern 

of responses involving the body and mind in a holistic way” (2012, p.17).  Listening to singers 

from Irish traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical styles fueled my own desire to explore 

new vocal qualities within my own professional singer-songwriter performances. This led me to 

research ways in which I might incorporate the qualities of Irish traditional, Flamenco and 

Persian Classical musics into my contemporary singing sound making and more broadly into my 

CCM music compositions. For me, this was a continuation of my own exploration into non-

Western sounds within my own singing, performing and songwriting.  
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I believe that my research might hold benefits beyond my own artistic practice particularly to 

other CCM singers, musicians, performers and composers. In terms of informing my own 

practice, I sought to strengthen my artistry as well as develop an awareness of the characteristics 

that make up each of the three distinctive cultural styles that I have studied (Drummond, 2005; 

Volk, 1998). My primary aim was to expand my musical choices, enhance my vocal technique 

and inform my creative work (Volk, 1998). This would expand upon my own exploration of non-

Western styles (in particular Latin American, Irish, and Middle Eastern musical influences within 

my own songwriting) prior to this research, and would be an avenue to explore new musical and 

vocal qualities within my own recordings and “live” performances. Additionally, I recognized 

that by doing so, I had potential to attract a wider listening audience, offering me the possibility 

to increase my performance opportunities. As such, I anticipate that the potential benefits of 

exploring music from diverse cultures will broaden singers’, composers’, and musicians’ 

approaches to artistic practice in CCM and will demonstrate how diverse cultural styles can be 

fused with Western music styles to inspire and extend musical choices. 

 

In terms of benefitting research and practice, this study highlights how exploring diverse cultural 

styles might improve a singer’s vocal technique and enrich emotional expression for CCM 

performance. CCM is an under researched area (LoVetri, 2008), and as a researcher, I recognize 

a further gap in the exploration of non-Western styles within CCM as well as limited resources 

for studying non-Western singing styles within tertiary institutions. Considering this, my research 

aims to contribute to literature of the field and add to the limited resources currently available 

with regards to CCM performance, vocal technique and cross-cultural composition. The extent to 
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which this research meets my aims will be discussed further in the concluding chapter of this 

dissertation. 

 

1.2 Methodology 

The research method applied to this dissertation is primarily qualitative. Qualitative research is a 

rich and holistic method that focuses on lived experiences, placed in context (Tracy, 2013). 

Scholars concur that participation and experimentation are the best ways to broaden 

understanding of diverse vocal cultures (Greco, 2014; Tracy, 2013). As my research was 

predominantly performance-based, my exploration into these musical cultures needed to be 

“experienced” primarily through my own creative exploration, which were supplemented 

through vocal lessons, literary study, and observation of performers from each style. With this in 

mind, I interviewed performers from each music style (Irish traditional, Flamenco and Persian 

Classical). Where possible, I also traveled in situ to experience these cultures first-hand, even 

though only briefly. These short field visits helped me to get a sense of each culture from 

spending time in each country. Ultimately, this approach informed my etic experience, deepening 

my understanding of the significance of each of the music styles that I had chosen to study in this 

research project. In qualitatively investigating the historical, cultural and musical components of 

each style, I considered also which key characteristic musical elements were distinctive and how 

that tied into the identity of each culture. 

 

1.2.1 Methodological approach 

According to Shuker (2002), ethnography can be described as a broad term which typically uses 

information from “case studies, participant observation, life history and interactive symbolism” 
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(p. 113). Due to the experiential nature of my research I began with this method of study as it 

was the most effective in understanding diverse musical practices outside of their cultural 

context. I investigated the characteristic, cultural and musical elements of each style through 

direct participation in each culture. I did this through receiving one-on-one tuition with 

professionals in each field, conducting interviews with professional singers from each style, 

participating in numerous workshops and training sessions, listening to music from each style, 

attending concerts, and analyzing case studies of successful cross-cultural musics. 

 

Over the past three years, I have researched the cultural, historical and musical elements that 

belong to each music style. This approach has been supported by observation, experimentation 

and exploration of these diverse vocal styles within my own artistic practice. In the initial stages 

of this research, I selected six non-Western styles that I was hoping to explore; however, after 

discussion with my supervisors, it became clear that such a broad range of musical influences 

was beyond the scope of this research project. Therefore, I narrowed down my study to three 

music styles: Irish traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical (I acknowledge the difficulties in 

defining the boundaries of a style, this is an issue that I address later in each of the core chapters 

(Chapter two - Chapter four).  

 

The music styles, as selected, each encompass musical, vocal and stylistic elements which I felt 

would greatly enhance my own artistic practice. As a singer-songwriter, I was already exploring 

Irish traditional music but knew little of the elements that made up the style, and so it seemed 

important to include it within my research. I chose Flamenco music, as I felt it shared similar 

vocal qualities with Arabic music but would allow me to sing in Spanish, which is a language I 
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have studied previously and was hoping to explore further within my repertoire.  Finally, I chose 

Persian Classical music because it was the most different stylistically to my own training and 

possessed an attractive raw vocal quality that I was excited to learn. 

 

“Actively participating in a culture’s music can illuminate the deepest knowledge otherwise 

intangible” (Greco, 2014, p. 13). Active participation in the learning of these styles was essential. 

As such, I explored Irish traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical sounds within my own 

practice and implemented them within my own creative work. Additionally, I looked for literary 

sources which related to my topic. Theses, books, journal articles, and other sources such as 

“YouTube” videos were analyzed to uncover the theories and historical elements that underpin 

my research. I will now discuss in detail how I implemented this. 

 

When researching Irish traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical music I began by immersing 

myself in recordings. I then began experimenting in my weekly lessons with vocal sounds found 

within Irish traditional and Flamenco repertoire. Between March and June 2014, I commenced 

monthly lessons with local Persian Classical vocal performer, Omid Rahimi, under the guidance 

of my principal supervisor/vocal teacher, Dr. Irene Bartlett. At the same time, I began reading 

literature pertaining to each of the three chosen styles. Between May and August 2014, I 

interviewed three local Persian Classical artists: Shidan Toloui-Wallace, Omid Rahimi and 

Barbod Valadi.  I also interviewed three Flamenco artists: Clarisa di Salvo, Camarón de la Vega 

and Kris Iwanuik. In May 2014, I had two Flamenco lessons with visiting Flamenco performer, 

Clarisa di Salvo, and - I also attended a Flamenco workshop run by local Flamenco performer 

Simone Pope in May, 2014. I watched performances of two famous Flamenco artists: Clarisa di 
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Salvo and Diego el Cigala. I also watched two Persian Classical concerts from world ensembles 

“Diaspora” and “Hezar Ava”.  I practiced with local Persian/jazz ensemble “Jazzab” from July 

through to September 2014. This culminated in a live performance at the Queensland 

Multicultural Arts Centre in September, 2014. From July through to December 2014, I began 

rehearsals and regular performances with Latin/Flamenco/Jazz band “Imaya”. In our weekly 

rehearsals Flamenco guitarist, Camarón de la Vega, taught me the fundamentals of Flamenco 

rhythm. Meanwhile, I continued working on all three styles in weekly voice lessons 

experimenting with musical elements from Irish traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical 

styles in my original compositions.  

 

On January 29th, 2015, I interviewed local Persian Classical musician and fellow Masters 

student, Hamid Ashtari. From December 2014 through to March 2015, I began rehearsing my 

compositions with local musicians and began recording my album with local producers: Cody 

McWaters, and Liam Malby. In April 2015, I spent five weeks in Spain where I sought out three 

music schools and attended two Flamenco concerts, one in Barcelona and one in Seville. In July 

2015, I spent one week in Ireland where I visited local festivals and music venues in Galway and 

Cork. In August and September 2015, I spent one month travelling around Turkey and two 

weeks travelling around Morocco. In both countries I was exposed daily to the “call to prayer” 

(adhan) and I also watched several local performances. Upon my return to Australia in 

November 2015, I resumed weekly rehearsals and regular performances with 

Jazz/Flamenco/Latin band, “Imaya”.  
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Between March 2016 and November 2016 I resumed weekly voice lessons with my principal 

supervisor, Dr. Irene Bartlett. I also continued researching the literature pertaining to Irish 

traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical music. In May 2016, I had two Persian Classical 

vocal music lessons with Omid Rahimi. From July 2016 through to March 2017, I continued 

recording my album of original music, which was designed to accompany this dissertation. For 

my recording, I worked with Celtic bodhrán player: Donald McKay, Persian Classical musician: 

Cieavash Arean, and Flamenco guitarist: Camarón de la Vega. On October 20th, 2016, I 

interviewed Celtic bodhrán player, Donald McKay. On the 23rd of October, 2016, I watched a 

concert featuring Irish traditional and Celtic artists at the Magda Community Artz centre, in 

Brisbane. On the 22nd of March, 2017, I interviewed Persian Classical instrumentalist, Cieavash 

Arean and began rehearsing and performing Irish traditional repertoire with Donald McKay and 

Wendy Lang. At the end of March, 2017, I finished mixing and mastering my seven track album 

of original music which accompanies this dissertation.        

 

There were clear differences in the amount of time I was able to spend in exploring Irish 

traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical musics. This was due to the accessibility of 

performers and teachers, the varying degree of difficulty of each music style and how easily I 

was able to utilize each vocal style in my own compositions. To best understand Persian 

Classical music, I needed to have a Persian Classical vocalist demonstrate how to make the vocal 

sound. Within vocal lessons, my singing teacher, Dr. Irene Bartlett, analysed the necessary 

physiological set-up I drew upon in my observations of primal sound engagement (Chapman, 

2012). I intended to take this approach with Flamenco music, however I was unable to find a 

professional Flamenco performer who could teach me regularly here in Brisbane or overseas in 
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Spain. Fortunately, I was able to explore the fundamentals of Flamenco music in my rehearsals 

with Camarón de la Vega. When researching Irish traditional music, I was able to use my prior 

experience, literary research and vocal lessons with Dr. Bartlett (who is familiar with the Irish 

traditional vocal style) to improve and best understand the fundamentals of Irish traditional vocal 

technique. 

 

1.3 Key concepts 

As well as recognizing the ideologies behind my practice, it is important to narrow in on key 

areas that are important to my research. In this section I will identify these areas and provide a 

brief background on their relevance to my research.  

 

1.3.1 Contemporary Commercial Music 

There has been increased accessibility to music from other cultures due to advancements in 

media and information technologies over the twentieth Century (Bennett, 2001; Drummond, 

2005; Gammond & Gloag, 2002). This has encouraged cross-culturalism and experimentation 

within CCM, which has come into popular demand within western society (Drummond, 2005; 

Gammond & Gloag, 2002; Steingress, 2002; Taylor, 2007). The label “World music” is often 

used when distinguishing musical styles that are considered “ethnic” or non-Western within 

CCM (Frith, 1996; Feld, 2000). However, it is a problematic term (Birrell, 2012; Feld, 2000), 

and some scholars prefer to use “non-Western”, although this term also has shortcomings as it 

can “exoticize” music outside Western culture (Van der Linden, 2015, pp. 455-456). 

Nevertheless, I have chosen to use the term “non-Western” in this dissertation, for clarity and 

because it is still widely used in the literature. 
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The field of CCM is under-researched (LoVetri, 2008). Experts reinforce that there should be 

more research within CCM to mirror its growth and prevalence within the music industry (The 

American Academy of Teachers of Singing, 2008; Bartlett, 2010; LoVetri, 2008). Furthermore, 

there needs to be more investigation into the success of non-Western fusions within this area to 

reflect their growth within CCM. Arguably, one of the reasons for the lack of academic resources 

within CCM is due to an apparent aesthetic bias within academia towards Classical music, which 

was seen in the past as a superior musical form (LoVetri, 2008). LoVetri asserts that this aesthetic 

bias has led to stigmas which consider CCM styles to be “less serious”, and its exponents (that is, 

CCM musicians) to be lacking in formal music training (LoVetri, 2008). Popular artists have 

been described as “not very highly trained musicians” and consequently, CCM styles bear a 

“lower degree of sophistication” within their native cultures (Nettl, 1972, p. 218). However, 

within the literature of the field, contemporary researchers advocate for the complexities within 

popular music practice (Bartlett, 2011; Manuel, 1988), outlining the demands and difficulties that 

CCM vocalists face within their musical disciplines. 

 

1.3.2 Indie music 

According to Fonarow (2006), Indie is a style that honors authenticity over pretention. 

“Authenticity” refers to music that is “personal, live, youthful, organic, self-made, original, and 

motivated by concerns of artistic expression rather than commercial acquisition” (Fonarow, 

2006, p. 188). Indie music culture values the originality of performing one’s own work and 

speaks to the working class despite its audience being predominately middle class (Fonarow, 

2006). 
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In contrast, Shuker (2002) defines authenticity as being “imbued with considerable symbolic 

value” (p.20). Schippers (2010) and Shuker (2002) assert that authenticity may be measured 

three ways; to demonstrate the sincerity of interpretation, purity or originality of the 

performance, or to measure the honesty of a performance, which delves into the philosophical 

nature of its execution.  

 

1.3.3 Fusion music 

Popular, non-Western fusion styles are considered to devalue the authenticity of the native 

cultures from which they were derived (Schippers, 2010). This has limited the formation and 

growth of new music fusions (Schippers, 2010). However, non-Western music is considered the 

most “open to processes of hybrids and musical acculturation” within CCM styles (Shuker, 2002, 

p. 312). What’s more, “listeners to world music are now less likely to criticize music that doesn’t 

seem authentic, and more likely to welcome it as a hybrid” (Taylor, 2007, pp. 140-142). In this 

research, I will be using “fusion music” to describe the hybridization of two or more distinct 

musical cultures. This term is used widely in CCM literature and reflects the area of my research 

because I have fused non-Western styles with indie pop/rock. 

 

One possible objection to my research is that it may be exploiting the cultures I am exploring for 

my own personal gain.  This can be seen in other fusion musics such as KPOP which combines 

South Korean pop culture with Western popular music. Lie (2012), describes KPOP as a 

successful musical export that does not reflect South Korean music or culture, rather it is 
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mainstream music performed by South Korean artists who are trying to emulate Western culture 

and CCM.   

 

As Irish traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical styles are outside my own cultural context, 

my research will be from an etic perspective. I acknowledge that although I am exploring these 

styles outside of their cultural contexts, my experimentation is more involved with the vocal 

quality of each style and how I can implement each style to enrich artistic practice within CCM. 

Moreover, I am interested in what I can learn from observing these vocal cultures rather than 

presenting myself as a “master” of each field. 

 

1.4 Closing words 

Having discussed some of the background and rationale for my project, the following chapters 

will offer a more ‘in-depth’ view of each music style: Chapter one Irish traditional, Chapter two 

Flamenco, and Chapter three Persian Classical. Each chapter provides a literature review of the 

key areas to include: history, culture and politics, musical characteristics, performance practice, 

and oral transmission. The final section of each chapter discusses my personal exploration of the 

three styles and how I have implemented them within my compositions. This dissertation is 

accompanied by a seven-track album of original music (see Appendix A for album details); each 

track demonstrates my approach to incorporating these styles within my CCM compositions. 

Finally, the conclusion will summarize what outcomes emerged from my research and how these 

might inform other CCM singers, performers, composers and music practitioners, as well as my 

own artistic practice, in the future.  
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                                                        2 Irish traditional music 

Irish traditional music stems from an ancient tradition of sharing stories, myths and worldviews 

passed down through the generations (Breathnach, 1977). Over the centuries, this tradition has 

become embedded within Irish culture and has greatly influenced Western musical culture 

(Galvin, 1956). Irish traditional or trad music is a widely used term that refers to ‘non-Classical’ 

music that emerged in Ireland prior to the late 19th Century (O’Flynn, 2017). Although 

synonymous with “Irish folk”, “Irish traditional” is the preferred term used in Ireland (O’Flynn, 

2017), and as such, I will refer to this style as “Irish traditional” music throughout this 

dissertation. Often, Irish traditional music is also referred to as Celtic. However, the term Celtic 

is not used to describe a musical trait; rather, it is a geographical consideration that classifies 

traditional music from many Celtic regions (Ireland, Scotland, Wales and Brittany) that share a 

common cultural heritage (Kuter, 2000). Consequently, each of these regions have different 

musical traditions and cannot be considered the same. As such, I will not refer to Irish traditional 

music as Celtic throughout my research as I want to limit my findings to the country of Ireland.  

In this chapter, after discussing some of the key areas that are fundamental to the understanding 

of Irish traditional music, I will describe how my own exploration of this style has both shaped 

and enhanced my artistic practice. 

2.1 History 

There is much in the literature that discusses the tradition of music within Ireland. In this section, 

I will discuss how Ireland’s historical background has impacted the culture and practice of Irish 

traditional music today. This is an important aspect of my research as it highlights some of the 

elements that are characteristic of Irish traditional music styles. 
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Galvin (1956) states that music has been integral to Irish history and can be traced back to pagan 

times where myth and local propaganda were disseminated to the populace through sung 

performances. Without written transcription, it is difficult to determine the true age of old songs, 

however, it is believed that the majority of songs performed today date back approximately three 

hundred years (Breathnach, 1977). Musical notation began in the 18th Century, and the 

widespread publication of famous poems and songs began to impact Irish music culture. “The 

Nation”, which began publication in the 1840’s, was the first revolutionary newspaper which 

allowed well known poets to share and promote songs of rebellion with the masses.  

Ireland has a long history of war with oppression by, resistance to, and rebellion against England 

(Galvin, 1956; O’Sullivan, 2016). After four hundred years of British rule, Ireland received its 

independence in 1922 (Motherway, 2013). However, this left Ireland economically poor as 

separation from England limited financial growth and resources. Along with these social 

changes, the culture of Irish traditional music changed: Classical music written by Irish 

composers was rejected due to its Anglicized roots, and Irish traditional music was popularized 

through the radio, recordings, and popularity of music festivals (Motherway, 2013). Ultimately, 

the “Free Trade Agreement” of 1965, allowed Ireland to trade outside of Britain, and all British 

tariffs were removed in 1975 (Motherway, 2013). The lifting of tariffs attracted foreign trade and 

investment which helped restore Ireland’s economy throughout the 1960’s (Motherway, 2013).   

As a consequence of an improving economy, the standard of living rose and Irish immigrants 

returned to their homeland. Their return, brought new customs which influenced existing 

traditional musical practice in Ireland. Traditional music, which was once experienced in local 

communities, was now performed by artists in clubs, music sessions and music societies. 

Additionally, there was a demand for American and British styles such as “jive, quick step, waltz 
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and American pop ballad” (Motherway, 2013 p. 8). These changes gave birth to musical hybrids 

of traditional Irish traditional music influenced by classical and jazz styles. As consumerism 

flourished, music became an enterprise which could be taught or performed for financial gain. 

This resulted in the construction of musical institutions and led to the rise of the “professional” 

artist in Ireland. As a result, local artists were booked to teach, record and perform, whether as 

soloists or within regular groups. Additionally, as demand grew, performances were held in 

concert halls, and large ensembles became essential to the presentation of traditional music.  

2.2 Culture and politics 

Irish culture is built upon a rich tradition of entwining stories, news and emotions into song; 

singing songs and writing music has always been an integral part of Irish history (Galvin, 1956; 

Kaul, 2013; Neufeld, 2017). The songs have been described as “heroic, bitter, savage, sarcastic 

or naive” (Galvin, 1956, p. 2), with topics such as love, despair, misfortune, nature, hunger, 

poverty and sea adventures all expressed through poetry and song (Ó Canainn, 1993; Keane 

2005). These themes reflected the history and life experiences of the common folk (Breathnach, 

1977; Ó Canainn, 1993). Above all, these songs convey the long-standing pride of the Irish 

population and the love they have for their country (Galvin, 1956) with lyrics greatly influenced 

by political and social change. Ó Canainn (1993) suggests that whilst religion played an 

important role in common life and song, love was still an overwhelming topic, and symbolism 

was used to mask double-meanings to avoid English oppression (for example, a poet would use a 

woman’s name to personify the country of Ireland).  

Basegmez (2005) offered the contention that new hybrids of Irish traditional and Western 

popular music devalue and weaken its tradition; nevertheless, Basegmez (2005) proposes that 

traditional Irish musicians are now given more economical opportunities to make a “living” from 
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their performances (pp. 214-217). Similarly, Kaul (2014) argues that the Irish tradition of music- 

making has not been lost with the rise of commercialism as musicians have a degree of control 

over their artwork and artistic practice (p. 44). He goes on to note that Irish buskers benefited 

from the rise in tourism in the 1980s and 1990s, with an increased demand for traditional Irish 

music at “desired” tourist destinations in Ireland. Irish artists such as the well-known rock band 

“U2”, have also benefited from commercialism and the influence of Western popular music, 

enjoying an extensive career of performing and recording music worldwide (Neufeld, 2017).   

Kaul (2013) reports that Irish traditional sessions tend to be experienced at the local pub “over a 

pint of Guinness to catch up on gossip and spin tall tales” (p. 33). The phrase “where’s the craic” 

may be used to mean “where’s the fun”. This follows the relaxed “all’s welcome” attitude that is 

so readily found amongst Irish traditional musicians where, unless a soloist is being featured, the 

music is usually played in unison by a group of musicians from all levels of experience.   

It appears that Irish musicians prefer that the audiences be responsive. However, Breathnach 

(1977) contends that “audience participation be exceptional and confined to concluding verses or 

refrains” (p. 102). “Abair amhran” is an Irish turn of phrase that is traditionally called out to 

coerce audience members to sing. In turn audiences may call out phrases to encourage the singer 

during a performance– “God with you”, “may you not be sick” or “a gold ring for you”, to name 

a few (Ó Canainn, 1993). Good humoured banter from the audience is culturally acceptable as 

long as it does not interrupt the performance (Ó Canainn, 1993).  

2.3 Musical characteristics 

There are many song types found in Irish traditional music that share similar stylistic traits 

(Vallely, 2011). The oldest styles found in Irish traditional music are the lay and sean’nos which 
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predate Christianity and were sung in Irish (Shields, 2010; Vallely, 2011). Both styles form the 

foundation of Irish traditional music and the custom of storytelling throughout the generations (Ó 

Canainn, 1993). The lay is considered the oldest form of storytelling (Ó Canainn, 1993), 

however, most of the repertoire belonging to this ancient song form has been lost over the 

centuries due to English imperialism (Shields, 2010). Sean’nos (old style) is considered the most 

personal of all the forms and is traditionally performed unaccompanied. It is a complex style to 

sing in as it is very emotive and highly ornamental (Galvin, 1956); ornamentation is an important 

element in Irish traditional music as it creates movement between main notes, which gives a 

smooth legato feel to the phrases within the song (Galvin, 1956). The ballad or o’come ye’s, are 

styles that were developed over the past three hundred years by Irish authors whose mother 

tongue was English. Similar to the sean’nos, the text is highly personal and reflects daily life 

(Shields, 2010). Other forms, such as the jig (6/8 rhythm) and reel (4/4 rhythm) are up tempo 

styles designed for dancing. Irish dance music is most usually written with fewer notes from the 

scale than other Irish styles (Ó Canainn, 1993). Generally, notes are repeated to build tension and 

players will embellish on notes that are leading to the tonic of the scale. Any tonic resolution will 

tend to be emphasized on the stronger beats in the bar, such as the first and third beats in a 4/4 

rhythm and the first and fourth beats in a 6/8 rhythm (Ó Canainn, 1993).  

Irish traditional music is predominantly written in Ionian (major) mode but may also be written 

employing Aeolian (natural minor), Dorian, and Mixolydian modes (Breathnach, 1977; Ó 

Canainn, 1993; Williams, 2013). Of these, Dorian and Mixolydian modes are considered the 

most distinctive to traditional Irish melodies (Williams, 2013). The melodic range usually spans 

from one octave to thirteen notes (Breathnach, 1977) with the interval of the sixth considered to 

be “very Irish”. According to Ó Canainn (1993), the melodic succession of the first, sixth and 
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fifth notes is “cliché” (pp. 75-76), while Breathnach’s (1977) perspective is that traditional Irish 

melodies tend to use the first, second, fifth and sixth degrees of the scale to highlight the root 

position. Notes are sometimes omitted so that the mode cannot be determined (Williams, 2013) 

and most commonly, the fourth and seventh degrees are taken out so that the melody is based on 

a heptatonic, pentatonic or hexatonic scale (Breathnach, 1977). A note that has been flattened or 

sharpened is known as an inflection. Often the seventh degree of the scale is inflected, however 

at times the fourth and third degrees are also varied (Ó Canainn, 1993). For stylistic affect, notes 

tend to be sharpened when the melodic line moves upwards in tones. Alternatively, they may be 

flattened when they are the highest note within a melodic line (Ó Canainn, 1993).  

2.4 Performance practice 

In Irish traditional music, the integrity of the performing artist is paramount. Artists must be 

storytellers, matching the emotional intensity of a song with its lyrical content. This requires 

subtle variation and attention to detail, allowing the “art to speak for itself” (Ó Canainn, 1993, p. 

75). Playing should never be over-complicated but show an element of individuality from each 

musician with experienced musicians displaying the ability to improvise and embellish 

appropriately within a chosen song.  

But what of the role of the vocalist and traditional methods of singing that are practiced within 

Irish traditional music? Some authors suggest that Irish traditional singing is not normally 

sonorous (Shield & Gershen, 2000) but that the produced vocal timbre should be light, with little 

to no vibrato and minimal dynamic variation (I. Bartlett, personal communication, April 7, 2014; 

Breathnach; 1977, Ó Canainn, 1993). Singers tend to sing in their upper register with women, in 

particular, choose to pitch songs in their highest range (Breathnach, 1977; Ó Canainn, 1993). 

Nasalization can be employed to create a drone-like tone at the end of phrases on an “m” sound. 
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Twang (a forward focused resonance with onset at the level of the larynx) is used to brighten the 

sound and to assist voice presence and projection (I. Bartlett, personal communication, April 7, 

2014; Breathnach, 1977). Microtonal variance is stylistically appropriate, especially when sliding 

up to higher notes (Ó Canainn, 1993). Often singers will slide up to important notes such as the 

seventh which may be sung slightly off key for effect (Ó Canainn, 1993).  

Lilting or diddling, also referred to as ‘mouth music’, is a vocal technique which is characteristic 

of Irish traditional singing (Keane, 2005). From a Western perspective, lilting sounds like 

yodeling between the lower and upper registers of the voice. It is believed that this technique 

evolved as an underhanded way of rebelling against English imperialism (Keane, 2005). Equally 

important, the influence of keening may be heard within Irish traditional music. Keening is a 

vocal lament traditionally sung by women at wakes and funerals (Brophy, 2010). It is described 

as “extemporaneously composed, sung oral elegiac poetry interspersed with choruses of wailing 

cries” (Brophy, 2010, p.1).  

Traditionally, Irish traditional vocal music was not transcribed, and songs were embellished and 

improvised according to the vocal prowess and individual taste of the performer (Keane, 2005; 

Shields & Gershen, 2000; Williams, 2013). There are many techniques distinctive to Irish 

traditional music that singers can use to reveal an element of personal style through the text (Ó 

Canainn, 1993), including the manipulation of “non-lexical syllables” within the song to create a 

sense of freedom and intensity, combined with the use of rubato and ornamentation (Shields & 

Gershen, 2000, p.381). Ornamentation or grace notes can be added but must be sung gracefully 

so that they do not impede the melody or continuity of the lines (Ó Canainn, 1993). This can be 

achieved by singing two or more notes on one syllable or, alternatively, several syllables can be 

sung on one given tone (Breathnach, 1977). Additionally, diphthongs or extra syllables within a 
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word may be emphasized i.e. “country becomes coun-ter-rie” (Breathnach, 1977, p. 101). Vocal 

embellishment may be approached in two ways: first, through fast, small movement known as 

melismatic runs, and then, through larger gaps known as intervallic movement. Individual 

expression might also be achieved by extending the length of important notes within a phrase. 

The ends of notes may be cut abruptly using glottal stops, which draw attention to lyrics in the 

next line and passages will often taper to spoken word or “voiceless sounds” within the song 

(Shields & Gershen, 2000, p. 381). The end of a refrain may also feature repetition of the final 

note, and the singer may choose to speak out the final words of the song to indicate its ending 

(Breathnach, 1977; Ó Canainn, 1993). Ultimately, freedom within each line is paramount and 

stylistic techniques must not over complicate the performance.  

Irish traditional music performances were traditionally spontaneous events where the singer or 

musician was coaxed to get up and perform (Kaul, 2014; Ó Canainn, 1993). Often the singer was 

known to turn away from the audience, facing towards the corner of the room. It was also 

common to see a singer cup a hand to their ear whilst they sang. Arguably, this may have had an 

acoustic advantage, allowing the “singer to hear themselves more clearly”, thus permitting an “at 

ease” performance (Ó Canainn, 1993, p. 79). Also, the singer might have chosen to close his or 

her eyes to disconnect from the distraction of the audience and connect more deeply with text of 

the song. Additionally, it was not uncommon for an audience member to grasp the singer’s hand 

and lift it up and down to accentuate the rhythm (Ó Canainn, 1993). 

2.5 Oral transmission 

As suggested earlier, Irish tradition of storytelling stems back to ancient, pagan times when 

poetry, history and propaganda were passed down through oral transmission (Breathnach, 1977). 

From an early age, gifted children were identified and chosen to train in the Bardic tradition. The 
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Bard was a highly-respected member of the community who passed on oral history through song 

and storytelling (I. Bartlett, personal communication, November 14, 2016). Oral transmission 

relied heavily on imitation and memorization whereby a teacher would sing a line and the pupil 

would memorize the line, reciting it back to the teacher. Songs were learnt through constant 

exposure, and lyrics to popular songs were ingrained in the general population. 

Music practice changed in the 18th Century as printed sheet music allowed musicians to learn 

repertoire from different counties throughout Ireland. This spread previously localized poetry 

and music to the masses, allowing musicians to learn songs quickly through reading written 

transcripts. With later advancements in information technologies, Irish traditional musicians 

could then learn songs by listening to musicians via recordings, radio and TV (Ó Canainn, 1993).  

In the following section, I detail how I immersed myself within Irish traditional music over the 

course of my research project. I begin by discussing my exposure to Irish traditional music prior 

to this investigation and then share my experiences travelling to Ireland. Following this, I will 

demonstrate how I investigated this vocal style within my own practice and describe how my 

experiences observing and working with Irish traditional musicians have enriched my 

perspective of the vocal elements of this style. Finally, I discuss the methods I used to infuse 

Irish traditional stylistic elements into my own compositions, including vocal technique and 

musical elements distinctive to this style. This exposition will highlight how Irish traditional 

music has enriched my artistry as a singer-songwriter.  
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2.6 My experience 

Irish traditional music is probably the most familiar of all the styles I have explored in this 

research. This may be due to the colonization of Australia, which brought many English, Irish 

and Scottish immigrants and their traditions into the country. Additionally, I was exposed to Irish 

traditional music as a teenager through music hybridizations of Irish traditional music with 

mainstream CCM pop and rock. Popular Irish artists such as “The Corrs”, “The Cranberries” and 

“Enya” were aired frequently on local radio stations. Other global successes that I was exposed 

to included songs such as “My Heart Will Go On”, from the movie “Titanic”, and the stage 

productions of “Riverdance”, which is still being performed today. From a personal perspective, 

I was fortunate to have an Irish friend who exposed me to Irish traditional music and culture by 

taking me along to traditional Irish sessions in Australia and Ireland for some years in my youth.  

As a singer, I have always been attracted to embellishments within vocal technique and 

particularly appreciated the legato, light vocal qualities of Irish traditional singers. As a 

composer and soprano singer, I naturally began to explore the Irish lilt while experimenting with 

and incorporating “world” styles into my original music. These experiences informed my 

musical understanding of Irish traditional music and how it can be successfully implemented 

within CCM styles.  

As previously mentioned, my ethnographic research on Irish traditional music began prior to my 

studies, but; further research has heightened my musical understanding and appreciation of Irish 

traditional styles. I began investigating the fundamentals of Irish traditional singing by listening 

to traditional recordings and watching tutorials online - in particular, those of Muireann Nic 

Amhlaoibh from the “Online Academy of Irish traditional music”. My voice teacher and 

principal supervisor was very familiar with the vocal elements that make up this style. In our 
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lessons, I would perform a prepared piece of music, correcting my vocal technique as she 

suggested. Sometimes, she would demonstrate the sound with her own voice and I would imitate 

the sound back to her.  

Vocal lessons confirmed that the traditional Irish sound needs to be light, engaging the CT 

muscles (cricothyroid muscles-these are muscles internal to the larynx) while predominantly 

using a speech quality. This required training of the CT muscles to establish the lighter vocal 

tone in soft singing. As scholars concur, this style also requires the use of bright vocal resonance 

known as twang (Breathnach, 1977; Ó Canainn, 1993). Twang is a vocal resonance which helps 

brighten the sound and can be used for projection or to add intensity to the produced vocal 

timbre.  Forward vowel shapes were also important for projection and clarity of the lyrics. 

Overall, the Irish traditional vocal sound needs to be free, using legato lines to maintain 

continuity throughout the phrases. Vocal lines are never broken unless for stylistic purposes.  

Although this musical style was more familiar to me than Flamenco and Persian Classical styles, 

I had to work hard to develop the freedom necessary to sing softly and lightly. My first challenge 

was to keep the light tone in soft singing without losing my vocal resonance and connection to 

the core of the sound. I achieved this through an advanced coordination of the TA 

(thyroarytenoid) and CT (cricothyroid) muscles, maintaining proper breath flow with the use of 

twang and brightened vowels. Furthermore, connectivity and vocal embellishments were vital 

throughout the phrases to join words and build musical expression. In lessons, I also explored 

Irish keening, which demands more TA muscle engagement, producing a speech like quality 

across the range of the song, and twang for projection. This particular balance of laryngeal 

muscle and resonance added a raw spoken quality to the sound heard historically in Irish laments 

(Keane, 1995). 
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2.7 Travelling to Ireland 

In my travels (16-25th of July 2015), I took a road trip from the North, to the East, South and 

West coasts of Ireland. In each location, I endeavoured to find a teacher and/or school where 

Irish traditional music was taught. This search revealed that tuition predominantly existed for 

singers wanting to learn “Irish” repertoire in the native tongue, which I did not speak. 

Fortunately, Irish traditional culture is very welcoming, allowing musicians from ‘outside’ to join 

in. My best exposure to Irish traditional music was at local pubs, sessions and festivals around 

the country and listening to street corner buskers along the main streets within local cities. There 

were numerous festivals celebrating the Irish traditional art of music, and these festivals 

embraced music from across the world. During my time in Ireland I visited several pubs where 

‘live’ music was playing, and I remember one evening I spent at a local pub in the heart of 

Dublin. At the corner of the room there was a group of musicians playing in circle, facing 

towards one another. At various times throughout the evening a soloist would feature but usually 

the musicians would play in unison. The ensemble would also vary according to line up of 

musicians who were there, as some chose to sit out a song, and others joined in late. However, 

there were about five keys players who performed constantly throughout the three-hour session. I 

recognized well known songs such a “Willy McBride” and “Black is the colour” and sang 

alongside fellow patrons who were also there to have a drink and experience the “craic”.   

From my experience of driving around Ireland, there was a clear divide between Northern 

Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. Although English is the dominant language spoken in the 

Republic of Ireland, the street signs paid homage to the past by displaying native Irish text 

predominately, with the English text displayed below. Throughout the Republic of Ireland 

patriotism was evident with only the Irish flag displayed. The British flag was visible once you 
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entered Northern Ireland. This noticeable divide between the North and South reflects centuries 

of struggle of the native Irish against British colonization (Neufeld, 2017; O’Sullivan, 2016). It is 

understandable why traditional music plays such an important role in Irish culture. Through 

poetry and song, Irish people from all regions share stories so that they don’t forget how their 

ancestors fought to keep their tradition and culture alive.  

2. 8 Compositions 

Incorporating Irish traditional music into my compositions felt natural. As I continued to listen 

and learn, these activities heightened my awareness of the distinctive musical traits that make up 

the Irish traditional style, giving me more creative tools to work with, and a consolidated, 

genuine vocal technique to fit the style. Admittedly, this came not intentionally but as a result of 

listening to Irish traditional music over the course of my research. I was inspired to write songs 

with the intention of incorporating the Irish traditional style, rather than using it merely as a 

stylistic effect in performance after a song is composed. Drawing on the Aeolian and Dorian 

modes my intention was to create traditional Irish character within my music. I also used 

changing meters and Irish instrumentation, such as the Celtic bodhrán, to accentuate the style.  

My exploration with this music has taught me to how to sing intimately, and how to employ a 

lighter vocal timbre than I had previously, which creates intensity without the need for excessive 

volume changes. Overall, my research has informed me of the various ways that Irish vocal style 

may be executed. Irish traditional singing can be light and full of embellishments, but it can also 

be raw and earthy, which at times sounds similar to Flamenco singing (Ó Canainn, 1993), 

another of the styles investigated through this research project. 
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2. 8.1 Ashes (track 1) 

This song was inspired by traditional Irish ballads and the old style of singing (sean’nos). In 

keeping with Irish traditional style, the lyrics are reflective of life and love (Keane, 2005). I 

wrote this song in the lead up and passing of my best friend’s mother. It was difficult to watch 

my friend lose such an important role model in her life. It was also hard to know how much her 

mother suffered as she struggled to prolong her life. 

This piece is written in Eb minor, but alludes to Eb Aeolian mode with the flattening of the 

seventh note (Db) throughout the melody in the verses and chorus (see figure 1).  

   Fig. 1 - “Ashes” (Appendix A, track 1, 0:40-0:55) 

This flattening of the seventh degree gives the piece a haunting quality, which is characteristic of 

Irish traditional music (Williams, 2013). The melody in the verses also begins on the second 

degree of the scale and ends on the second degree in the chorus, which highlights the tonic of the 

scale (Breathnach, 1977).  

The lyrics in the verses are reflective of the mother’s struggle to come to terms with her illness 

and impending death (see Appendix B for lyrics). Between the verses there is a middle section 

which changes time signature from 4/4 rhythm into 6/8 time (at 1:30 and 3:16). This creates 

tension and flow in the melody as the lyrics become reflective of the tragic role reversal between 

the mother and daughter: now the daughter must care for her mother in the final days of her life. 

The chorus is written from my perspective, as I watched my friend struggle with the reality of 
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her mother’s imminent passing. In verse four, I have stripped away the piano part and 

emphasized quavers beats to replicate a heartbeat monitor as the mother lies in hospital on life 

support (at 2:51). The bridge is a transitional point, which is reflected in the lyrics and change of 

key signature from Eb minor to E major. At this point in the song, there is a sense of release as 

the lyrics convey the mother coming to terms with her death and finally finding peace in her last 

moments of life. When the chorus returns, I use polyrhythms to create a sense of tragedy as the 

daughter mourns her mother’s passing.   

Vocally, my performance of this song demonstrates several techniques characteristic of Irish 

traditional singing. The vocal timbre used throughout this piece is one of light registration using 

speech quality. Long phrases and frequent use of melismas gives this song a traditional Irish 

flavour. Each phrase is sung with small dynamic crescendos or “swells” to emphasis high notes 

and to express emotive intent. Additionally, the use of stringed instruments and the Celtic 

bodhrán also contribute towards its overall character.   

2.8.2 Remember me (track 2) 

This is a pop/rock song that was inspired by the popular Irish rock hit “Zombie” by The 

Cranberries. This piece is written about a person’s journey to fight back when he or she has been 

unjustly harmed by someone close to him or her. I have employed several musical elements to 

capture the feeling of being in battle, as emphasized through the use of iconic drum rolls 

typically found in marching band songs. Additionally, I have incorporated stylistic elements such 

as a vocal drone, and Irish instrumentation such as the bodhrán to give the song a traditional Irish 

flavour. This song is written in F Aeolian mode, which features the frequent use of the flattened 

seventh (Eb) characteristic of Irish traditional music (Breathnach, 1977). The beginning vocal 

line is sung over a F drone using raw vocal twang and lilting (at 0:01). Lilting or “vocal 
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imbalance” is an audible shift from heavy registration to light registration using sob. Sob is a 

primal vocal resonance that is used to warm the sound, release vocal tension, and ease vocal 

registration; it also can be used to express sorrow (I. Bartlett, personal communication, August 

17, 2016). Twang and sob are vocal techniques which create a sound that is both powerful and 

passionate.  Ultimately, as a performer they assist in my storytelling capabilities.  

The lyrics throughout the verses allude to a time when there was an imbalance of power between 

the two people (see Appendix C for lyrics). This is reflected in the melody’s intervallic jumps, 

giving an unpredictable flow to the lines (0:31- 0:55). The vocal timbres used in this song 

subtlety change between the verses, pre-choruses, choruses and bridge. Throughout the verses, 

light registration with speech quality has been employed. However, within the pre-chorus there is 

use of vocal fry, sob and twang which builds intensity and draws focus on important lyrics (0:56 

- 1:20). The lyrics of the pre-chorus set up the battle scene as the innocent party endeavours to 

seek the truth and hold the wrongdoer responsible. Furthermore, this is highlighted in the 

melody, which is simple and repetitive.  

The lyrics of the chorus portray a battle scene where the guilty party is challenged to fight and 

ultimately, justice is sought out. There are strong correlations between the lyrics of injustice and 

revenge with the use of sob employed throughout the vocals. Furthermore, vocal imbalance is 

used to emphasize anger and injustice. These elements stem back to the Irish tradition of keening 

which was used to express strong emotions such injustice.  

The music in the bridge (at 2:52) contrasts with the rest of the song. This is reflected in the 

melody which features the natural sixth found in the F Dorian mode (see figure 2) 
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Fig. 2 - “Remember me” (Appendix A, track 2, 2:52-3:04) 

This section begins lightly and builds in dynamic intensity as it moves into the final chorus. 

Here, I use very light vocal registration in speech quality and employ sob and twang to build the 

vocal intensity as I return to a vocal cry before the chorus. The outro of the song (at 3:55) is 

heavy, with a strong rhythmic pulse, as the accused must still prove his or her innocence. The 

song ends with the opening vocal line which is now intended to signify the end of the battle.  

2.9 Summary 

Irish traditional music has developed my compositional approach, extended my vocal technique, 

and enhanced my vocal performance. As mentioned, I chose to study Irish traditional music as I 

had been inspired by popular musical hybrids as a teenager and had been influenced by my 

experiences with Irish culture. As a composer, I had also previously incorporated this style 

within my own compositions and was interested in developing more understanding of the 

tradition. Further study and intentional implementation of Irish traditional music has enriched 

both my vocal abilities and compositions beyond what I had anticipated. In this concluding 

section, I will detail how this style has enriched and extended my artistic practice. 

As a composer, I have been challenged to work more subtly with dynamic variations and have 

explored rhythmic variations through polyrhythms to create interest and contrast. I also learnt 

how to create melodies that can be shaped over long legato lines. By listening and experimenting 
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with modal variations in Irish traditional music, I have also successfully implemented subtle 

modal changes to add colour and intensity. Overall, I have learnt the importance of simplifying 

the music. By keeping the music sparse, I was able to allow the voice to rise at intimate or 

important moments within each song.  

As a singer, Irish traditional vocal technique dynamically contrasts with the other vocal qualities 

I have been exploring in this research. It has helped me to extend my vocal colour variation and 

dynamic range whilst further appreciating the subtlety of vocal ornamentations and the 

importance of proper breath control to keep the vocal lines fluid. Over the course of this 

research, I have developed a greater capacity to sing softly and have improved my light vocal 

registration. This took a long time to master as I was not accustomed to singing whole songs 

using light vocal registration, and soft singing is so much harder to master than loud singing (I. 

Bartlett, personal communication, August 17, 2016). Irish traditional vocal style has allowed me 

to discover a lighter part of my speech range which I previously believed was “weaker singing” 

within CCM. I now realize that it is an effective technique which gives colour variation and 

releases vocal tension. For this reason, I have started to use this technique in “live” performances 

to help access my lower and upper ranges and create contrast in my singing.  
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3 Flamenco music 

Flamenco is a rich tradition that originated in the region of Andalucía, Southern Spain. For its 

people, Flamenco is a philosophy or a “way of life” (Pohren, 2005, p. 15). It is a form of 

expression that has brought Andalusians together through poetry, passion and rhythm 

(Washabaugh, 1996). Once considered a subsidiary of Spanish culture, it is now globally 

embraced and recognized as a distinct element of Spain’s national identity (Totton, 2003; 

Washabaugh, 1996). Arguably, of all the Flamenco art forms (singing, dancing, clapping and 

guitar), singing is the hardest and least likely to be learnt by a non-Spaniard (Pohren, 2005, p. 

187). In this chapter I present a brief history and analysis of Flamenco music, and I describe how 

my own exploration of this style has both influenced and enhanced my artistic practice. 

 

3.1 History 

Flamenco came into existence around the 16th Century and was deeply influenced by Muslim, 

Jewish, Indo-Pakistani, Byzantine, Gypsy and Christian musical cultures which coexisted within 

Andalucía (Baltanás, 2002; Totton, 2003; Vázquez de la Torre, Millán Lara, & Arjona Fuentes, 

2016). As outcasts of Andalusian society, many people from these cultures were forced into the 

hilltops throughout the Spanish Inquisition (1492 up to the 18th Century) and used ‘Flamenco’ as 

a form of expression in their daily lives to vent their political outrage (Washabaugh, 1996).  

 

Arguably, Flamenco as we know it today developed in the 19th Century (Totton, 2003). At the 

peak of its existence, during the “Golden Age” (1850-1900), pure Flamenco was on the brink of 

extinction as hybrids of Flamenco grew in popularity (Pohren, 2005; Totton, 2003). 

Commercialization in the 20th Century also brought changes to the traditional practices and 
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motivations behind performance of the style (Pohren, 2005; Vázquez de la Torre, Millán Lara, & 

Arjona Fuentes, 2016). As a result, performances were driven more by economic gain than by 

spontaneous, life-driven expression. This meant that Flamenco began to be practiced outside of 

intimate settings such as local bars, and performed in public arenas known as café cantantes 

(Pohren, 2005; Vázquez de la Torre, Millán Lara, & Arjona Fuentes, 2016). These changes 

affected the culture surrounding the practice of Flamenco, which was never intended to be 

rehearsed, giving rise to the “Flamenco artist” (Pohren, 2005). The focus of the music moved 

largely towards pleasing audiences and meeting popular demand through the manipulation of 

traditional forms and the stylistic expression of individual performers. Inevitably, this created a 

divide between “true” Andalusian Flamenco and commercialized Flamenco (Washabaugh, 

1996). This new substyle of Flamenco is referred to as “Popular Flamenco” (Pohren, 2005, p. 

45), “New Flamenco” (Steingress, 2002, p. 171) or “Flamenquito” in Spain (C. Di Salvo, 

personal communication, May 5, 2014).  In many ways, my own exploration draws on this new 

subgenre of Flamenco. 

 

3.2 Culture and politics 

Flamenco was not always accepted within Spanish culture and prior to the 20th Century was 

considered a substandard artistic form (Pohren, 2005). Totton (2003) also argues that Flamenco 

and the “torch bearers of Flamenco”, the “Gypsies”, were driven into Spanish subculture around 

that time, as Gypsies were and are typically despised by the general public (Totton, 2003, p.17). 

 

As Flamenco emerged outside of popular Spanish society, instead of being seen as folk music, it 

came to be considered a form of expression (Totton, 2003). It is said to bind people of all races 
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and economic classes in Southern Spain. As such, Andalusians do not embrace Flamenco 

performances from foreigners or other Spaniards as they have a core belief that only their people 

can truly understand and perform Flamenco authentically (Pohren, 2005). As I am not claiming 

to compose or sing as a true Flamenco artist, this has not impeded the introduction of some 

musical elements of Flamenco into my own compositions.  

 

Flamenco was formerly a male-dominated practice both socially and artistically. This included 

the gathering of men who would drink and play music together, sharing poetry and stories 

reflective of their worldview (Washabaugh, 1996). Over time, women were introduced to the art 

form with the creation of Flamenco festivals, and today female performers are very respected for 

their interpretation of the style (Washabaugh, 1996). There is arguably no gender distinction in 

contributions to the art form.  

  

Ultimately, Flamenco is “always changing with the times and with each singer” (Totton; 2003, p. 

18). It is improvisational by nature and feeds off audience participation known as jaleo (Totton, 

2003). Jaleo includes clapping of the hands (palmas) and calling out words such as “ezo! [that’s 

it!], olé! [bravo!], toma! [take it], vamo [let’s go]” at appropriate times to encourage the artists as 

they are performing (Totton, 2003). Audiences tend to be knowledgeable of the repertoire and 

will determine a performer’s prowess through his or her interpretation of the rhythm, words and 

“expressive force over a melody” (Totton, 2003, p. 31).  
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3.3 Musical characteristics 

Flamenco music involves singing (cante), guitar (toque), rhythm (compas) and clapping (palmas). 

It also includes jaleo (audience participation) and baile (dance), which are important elements that 

help to accentuate the rhythm. Rhythm can either be free form or set to a regular compas. A compas 

is based on a twelve-beat rhythmic cycle which emphasizes beats three, six, eight, ten and twelve. 

Musically, it can be composed in major and minor keys but is predominantly written in the 

Phrygian mode (Martinez, 2011; Mora et al., 2010). The songs may be divided into four categories; 

Grande (also referred to as Jondo); Intermedio; Chico; and Popular Flamenco. What follows is a 

discussion of the four styles and characteristics of their form.  

 

Jondo or Grande is derived from ancient religious songs and tends to be melancholic 

or serious in nature. Arguably, Grande is the most profound form of Flamenco, and is considered 

the foundation from which other Flamenco styles originated (Pohren, 2005). Intermedio may be 

described as less profound and features more movement through the use of melismas (Pohren, 

2005). Characteristically, it is distinguishable by its oriental or Moorish musical passages; 

orientalization in Flamenco music comes from North African, Indian and Arabic modes 

(Washabaugh, 1996, p. 17). These musical styles feature flattened quarter tones and frequent use 

of melismas (Totton, 2003; Washabaugh, 1996). Chico is a “light hearted” song, that is 

rhythmically driven and more positive in its lyrical content (Pohren, 2005). Poetically, it is 

reflective of Andalusian culture, sharing stories of its people and their views on love, women, 

animals and life in general. Popular Flamenco is the form least respected by Andalusians and 

Flamenco aficionados. It is an amalgamation of the three styles discussed earlier and was created 

within the café cantante era, when Flamenco music catered to audiences for financial gain.  
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Flamenco lyrics (soplas) are generally written in Spanish using lingo found in Andalucía 

(Martinez, 2011). Andalusian slang disregards the “s” and incorporates Gypsy lingo known as 

calo (Totton, 2003). Flamenco singing also incorporates micro-tonal movements smaller than the 

intervals between semitones (Mora et al., 2010). As singing is at the heart of Flamenco, the vocal 

quality is integral and helps to portray the mood of the song. Within a song, various vocal 

qualities may be utilized, however each sound may be categorized into one of three groups: 

Cante Gitano; Cante bien; and Cante bonito (Pohren; 1984, p. 50). Of these, Cante Gitano is 

considered the most desirable and is traditionally sung by Andalusian Gypsies. The “Gypsy” 

sound, also known as voice afilla, may be described as a hoarse vocal quality that features a lot 

of raucousness (rajo) in the tone (Pohren, 2005). Characteristic of Flamenco art, it is both 

forceful and powerful in quality and uses strangulated sounds to create climatic intensity. For this 

reason, it is the only sound acceptable when singing forms such as the Grande or Jondo. Cante 

bien is a smooth vocal tone, absent of rajo, that is best suited for intermedio or chico Flamenco. 

Arguably, the repertoire for this vocal style demands more technical prowess than the Grande as 

it features fast melismatic passages and is rhythmically driven. With this being said, it is still 

considered inferior to the soulful singing of a Cante Gitano singer (Pohren, 2005). Cante bonito 

developed with the popularization of Flamenco. It is a combination of vocal timbres that are used 

to demonstrate mastery and originality (Pohren, 2005). It is not widely respected by Andalusians 

as it aims to appeal to wider audiences rather than follow tradition. Moreover, it is considered 

inauthentic to mix styles as doing so disguises the singer’s personality and confuses the 

emotional intensity of the song (Pohren, 2005). 
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A song form (palo) may contain six distinguishable sections known as tercios, the first of which 

is “temple”. This tercio is used to warm up the compas (rhythm) through vocal calls repeated on 

the sound “ay”. This leads to the introductory tercio known as the planteo or tercio de entrada. 

After this, the heart of the song is sung in the section known as tercio grande. Tension is then 

released using the tercio de alivio. Tercio valiente or peleon allows the singer to be creative and 

to “put his or her own stamp” on the body of the music. Finally, as the song comes to its 

completion a cambio or remate may be executed according to the singer’s intent. A cambio 

(change) allows the singer to end the song by altering the melody slightly, while a remate (end 

point) permits the singer to alter the melody from a minor to a major key.  

 

3.4 Performance practice 

Since singing is arguably the most important element of Flamenco (Pohren, 2005), I have 

focused on this area to enhance my own practice. Flamenco has to be “instinctive, animalistic 

and spontaneous to be great” (Totton, 2003, p.15). Duende is by far the most important element 

needed to be a great Flamenco singer (Pohren, 2005; Totton, 2003). Duende (spirit) exposes the 

soul of the singer to the audience, without inhibition, revealing his or her personal loss, hurt and 

feelings of love or hate. This ultimately drives the force and strength of the piece.  

 

As discussed earlier, Flamenco was traditionally intended to be experienced in intimate settings 

(juergas) and is performed as a spontaneous form of expression. Improvisation is also an 

important element which brings character to the music and authenticity to the performance 

(Totton, 2003). Arguably, Flamenco singing requires an accomplished performer, schooled in the 

art of Flamenco, to execute improvisation appropriately (Pohren, 2005). While the compas is a 
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rhythmic pulse that performers adhere to, it acts only as a guide that the singer may refer to 

within each phrase. As such, a vocalist will rarely sing on the beat, but rather choose to keep a 

little behind or in front of each pulse. It may be described that a singer “loosely attaches to the 

form”, singing in a 7/8 time which remains on the beat but “juxtaposes the guitar”, which is 

playing the twelve-beat rhythmic cycle (Totton, 2003, p. 41). 

 

The palo (form) of a piece may be decided on by the singer. For example, the performer may 

choose to extend or shorten a song by repeating tercios (sections) more than once or by 

lengthening or shortening a phrase as he or she goes. When executing the remate or cambio, it is 

common for singers to change from a somber, slow mood to an upbeat, fast pace. In this festive 

manner, they are using the tercio alivio and the remate to alleviate tension and to indicate to both 

the audience and the guitarist that the song is coming to an end. Through improvisation they 

recreate the music and elaborate on both the melody and the rhythm. In addition, expression is 

conveyed through the frequent use of improvised melismas at the end of phrases with common 

words such as “ole” and “ay” [mournful expression of sound] (C. Di Salvo, personal 

communication, May 5, 2014). Melismas and constricted sounds are used to emphasize the 

climatic moments within the song whilst notes may be flattened to add colour or melancholy. 

Stylistically, the singer will also distort the vowels on held notes which sound like “eouuu” 

(Totton, 2003, p. 42). In line with tradition, the singer will always remain seated during a 

performance (Totton, 2003). 
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3.5 Oral transmission 

Some academics, and many artists within this field, contend that Flamenco is culturally ingrained 

from birth and cannot be fully absorbed outside of this context (C. Di Salvo, personal 

communication, May 5, 2014; Martinez, 2011; Pohren, 2005). This is probably partly due to the 

practice of Flamenco, which is not traditionally taught within institutions, but is developed 

through years of exposure (C. Di Salvo, personal communication, May 5, 2014; Martinez, 2011). 

As such, it is learnt through observation and audience participation (jaleo). The young 

Andalusian observes Flamenco in his or her own surroundings and replicates what he or she has 

learnt from this exposure over time. For example, a young child may replicate the dance of her 

mother through imitation, as is characteristic of children. In this manner, a young singer will 

explore his or her own sound organically often with encouragement of friends and family along 

the way.  

 

For non-Andalusian students, a completely different approach is employed; in many cases, they 

may find a local Flamenco school or teacher and then begin learning the repertoire assigned to 

them. While Flamenco is still often taught through oral transmission, this approach to learning 

may diminish the spontaneous drive that leads an artist to perform within this style. Ultimately, 

that a student - whether Andalusian or not - will have to be “extremely sensitive and receptive” 

in order to execute Flamenco with “technical proficiency” and soulfulness (duende) (Pohren, 

2005, p.45). 
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In the following section, I detail how I explored this style within my own practice and vocal 

performances. Finally, I report on how I executed Flamenco vocal technique within my original 

compositions, and how this has enriched my artistic practice as a whole. 
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3.6 My experience 

From an early age I admired the sounds of Flamenco. When I think of this art form, an image of 

a powerful looking woman striking an iconic Flamenco pose comes to mind immediately. For 

me, the vision of this pose alone describes the intent of the music which I see as a balance of 

beauty and power. My first interaction with Flamenco was through dance lessons (which I took 

for several years in my early twenties) and popular Flamenco (Flamenquito) recordings by 

artists such as the “Gypsy Kings”. From the moment I heard Flamenco guitarists and singers, I 

felt an affinity for the music, quickly realizing that I was also drawn to the Latin rhythms and 

Middle Eastern qualities of Flamenco. 

 

I began exploring Flamenco more deeply by listening to recordings and attending Flamenco 

concerts in Brisbane. Unfortunately, I was not able to find a Flamenco vocal teacher who lived 

locally. For this reason, my singing teacher and supervisor, Dr. Irene Bartlett, decided it would be 

best to first investigate this style together using a Western pedagogical approach. As such, our 

lessons were based upon collaborative observation and analysis, which included listening to 

recordings and assessing the voice qualities and vocal production of the singers. Usually, I would 

prepare a piece of music before our lesson, and then together, we would listen to the original 

recording before I attempted to replicate the singing style. In this way, Dr. Bartlett assisted me in 

analyzing and reproducing the basic elements of the sung sounds, allowing me to find the vocal 

quality needed within the style. However, I recognized this methodology had its limitations, and 

that I needed to broaden my knowledge of other important stylistic elements beyond merely 

relying on recordings.  
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I was able to connect with a local Flamenco guitarist, Camarón de la Vega, and prominent 

Flamenco singer, Clarisa di Salvo. I met Clarisa as she was passing through Brisbane on a 

Flamenco tour. In the two lessons I had with her in May, 2014, she was able to provide feedback 

on my interpretation of voice quality and gave direction on how I could improve my 

interpretation of the style. In these lessons, I learnt the repertoire through oral transmission using 

only a lyric sheet as a guide. In preparation for my first Master’s recital (26th of June, 2014) I met 

with Flamenco guitarist, Camarón de la Vega. After performing with Camarón in my recital, we 

began to work together by incorporating Flamenco into popular music and jazz standards. In our 

weekly rehearsals (July-December, 2014), Camarón taught me some of the fundamentals of 

Flamenco rhythm, which included palmas and learning to accentuate important beats within the 

compas. 

 

I learned that Flamenco singing is microtonal, limited in range and abrupt in volume with the 

frequent use of glides and embellishments (Mora et al., 2010). In my lessons, I discovered that 

Flamenco voice production is very bright and resonant incorporating forward vowel shapes and a 

defined vocal tract (I. Bartlett, personal communication, May 22, 2014). There is also frequent 

use of constriction in the form of pressed phonation and a heavy spoken quality in the upper 

register. As such, I learned to employ a heavy registration with speech quality throughout the 

range. In contemporary commercial music (CCM), this is referred to as belt singing (I. Bartlett, 

personal communication, May 5, 2014). 
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My first challenge in approaching this vocal style was learning to execute twang (forward 

resonance) to its extreme. Ultimately, the most effective method to achieve this sound was to 

emulate a “witchy” tone within my voice. I also had to develop a balanced high register belt 

which required consistent and efficient abdominal cylinder support and breath flow. Additionally, 

I spent time analyzing the melismatic phrases used within the style. At times, these were 

intricate, and required great attention for style-appropriate execution. Another challenge, which 

was not intuitive to my training, was to employ pharyngeal constriction to achieve the desired 

stylistic outcome. To counterbalance the detrimental effects of prolonged constriction I had to 

learn to release tension using a primal sound, sob (momentarily lowered larynx), as a tool on the 

onset of each sound and at the end of constricted notes. Producing a pressed phonation (creating 

a held mass on the vocal folds) was necessary to create a genuine, optimal vocal quality for the 

Flamenco style as it brings a strong feeling of grief or anger. I did not however attempt to use 

rajo (raspy singing) throughout my whole singing range, as doing so felt unauthentic to my own 

vocal style. It was also unnecessary, as I was not aiming to create a Gitano, or authentic Gypsy, 

sound. Learning to sing with the compas was probably my greatest challenge in learning 

Flamenco, as this rhythm was not instinctive, and I am sure it will require years of study for me 

to develop fully. 

 

3.7 Travel to Spain  

For this research, I spent five weeks in Spain (April – May, 2015). While I did not intend this 

travel to be fieldwork, I was hoping to experience the music and culture first hand to get a sense 

of Flamenco in Spain. In Spain, I took a road trip from the West coast down South through the 

region of Andalucía. The Moorish influence was very prominent in the artwork and architecture 
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of Andalucía, which gave it a different feel to the rest of Spain. In my travels, I went to Cáceres, 

located in the west of Spain, to participate in the well-known international “World Music” 

festival, “WOMAD”, which I anticipated would have Flamenco performances. Unfortunately for 

me, the line-up did not include any Flamenco acts; rather it featured bands who performed 

pop/rock and jazz music fusions. Prior to my travels, I would have presumed that Flamenco 

could be heard everywhere in Spain, and more so in the region of Andalucía. Instead, I saw a lot 

of Western influence in the food that restaurants served, and the CCM music playing in the 

background. Even the street buskers did not perform Flamenco, but instead entertained audiences 

with other styles. This experience supported scholarly claims that Flamenco is in fact a 

subculture of Spain and when it is performed in public, it tends to be performed for commercial 

gain (Pohren, 2005; Vázquez de la Torre, Millán Lara, & Arjona Fuentes, 2016). However, this 

experience did not reduce the impact Flamenco had on me when I watched “live” performances 

in Spain. As a foreigner, I was struck by the emotion and the lack of inhibition displayed by the 

singers. I was overwhelmed by each artist’s commitment to the performance, even though he or 

she may have performed the same song multiple times that evening. What struck me most was 

the amount of energy and soul the singer conveyed into the music. The music was intense and 

confronting; it left me feeling like I had just witnessed someone’s most private thoughts. 

 

 I remember one evening when I watched two Flamenco singers perform. They were in an 

ensemble with two guitarists, a Cajon player and three Flamenco dancers. The singers were 

seated behind the Flamenco dancers and took turns singing and engaging in jaleo (clapping 

“palmas” and calling out words of encouragement such as “ole” and “ezo”) as the Flamenco 
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dancers performed. The singers appeared to know their place in the music, as the palmas helped 

accentuate the syncopated rhythm by stopping and starting with dancers in unison.  

 

In Seville and Granada, I endeavored to find a Flamenco school where I could learn more about 

the vocal style. I investigated three schools which offered dance, guitar and voice lessons, but 

none had a Flamenco singing teacher on staff. In all three, singing was offered as an “extra” to 

accompany Flamenco. This seemed odd to me, as the voice is considered the primary tool of 

expression in Flamenco (Totton, 2003). I can only presume that these schools were commercially 

run to attract foreigners who were drawn to Flamenco because of its distinctive dance and guitar 

styles. Furthermore, it was evident that these schools were not designed for native Andalusian 

students, as everything was catered towards foreigners, - from accommodation suggestions to 

tourist brochures onsite. This supports claims that Flamenco is taught “behind closed doors” and 

is part of a subculture within Spain (Totton, 2003). 

 

3.8 Compositions 

Fortunately, composing in Flamenco style came more naturally to me than I had expected. 

I have always enjoyed the Phrygian mode and in the past have played with flattening the 2nd 

degree in minor keys to give my songs an iconic “Spanish” flavour. I also found myself naturally 

singing melismas in the Flamenco style. This is probably because I have listened to a range of 

Latin American music, much of which is influenced greatly by Spanish music. Furthermore, I 

was familiar with recordings of popular Flamenco prior to this study, which assisted my sense of 

comfort in incorporating this style within my own music. The following is a description of the 

original compositions on my attached album (Appendix A). 
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3.8.1 No fue amor (track 3) 

This song was inspired by the Spanish song “Llorando” from the movie “Mulholland Drive”. I 

created this song intentionally to explore the sounds and stylings of Flamenco within my own 

music. Flamenco elements are incorporated within this song through the use of melismas at the 

end of phrases, sung on traditional words such as “ay” (at 1:40 and 2:42). This expresses 

moments of frustration or anguish at climactic points within the composition. Vocally, I explored 

the Flamenco style through the use of bright speech quality in heavy registration (M1).  

 

This piece is written in F minor, and the vocal embellishments in the melody line hint at the 

Phrygian mode (at 3:27, figure 3). 

                             Fig. 3 - “No fue amor” (Appendix A, track 3, 3:27- 3:35)  

I decided to write this song completely in Spanish to add to its sense of authenticity and to 

challenge myself to write in another language. Lyrically, this song is about a woman who has 

fallen out of love with her partner. Adhering to tradition, this song expresses pain through love 

and loss (see Appendix D for lyrics). The Flamenco guitar accompanies the voice and engages in 

“call and response” throughout the initial free flowing lines. The song features various sections 

inspired by traditional Flamenco tercios. It begins with a falsetta (improvised guitar) and starts in 

free form with an interaction between the voice and guitar. It then moves into a fixed 4/4 rhythm. 

I employ dynamic variation to emphasize the various tercios, which helps to accentuate the 

lyrical content whilst allowing the melody to ebb and flow as it draws towards the dramatic 
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ending. Tercio grande features at the end of this piece (at 2:42) as the song reaches its climactic 

point. Lyrically, the singer is professing that there was never love in the relationship “No fue 

amor” and now the relationship is over “ya es el final”.   

 

3.8.2 Bonita (track 4) written by Jose Macias 

Drawing on the Flamenco style, this song is a rendition of a Colombian bambuco that my mother 

used to sing as a lullaby when I was a child. It had a profound effect on my interest in Spanish 

music. As a child, I embellished the song by adding dynamic swells and melismatic 

ornamentations even though my mother sang it traditionally without these stylistic qualities. I 

have particularly demonstrated these vocal embellishments in the first colla voce section 

(unmetered section dictated by the vocalist), where I borrow melismatic passages from the 

Flamenco style. Figure 5 shows a variation of the original melody (Figure 4), as I have added 

embellished notes throughout the phrases.  For these figures, I have shown how these two 

variations could be performed in a metered time. 

               Fig. 4 - “Bonita” (original rhythm and melody) 

   Fig. 5 - “Bonita” (variation on melody and tempo)  
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Traditionally this bambuco is sung by a Mariachi band with an upbeat, 4/4 feel (see Figure 4). I 

kept some of the traditional flavour in this work using three-part harmony, which is added as 

each verse is repeated. To adapt this song into the Flamenco style, I slowed down the tempo and 

changed the feel to a 6/8 beat (see figure 5). This change of rhythm is typically found in the 

twelve-bar rhythmic cycle known as compas. I wanted to play with this feel as I felt it gave the 

piece more passion. Furthermore, I have added melismatic embellishments to the end of phrases 

with the use of “ay” in the instrumental section (at 2:27). Similar to “No fue amor”, this piece 

starts in free form and moves into a regular tempo on the repeat of the verse. There is only one 

verse that is repeated three times in this song (see Appendix E for lyrics). I have done this 

intentionally, as I wanted to keep the song simple and build upon the verses dynamically. This is 

achieved by accentuating the lyrics with more speech quality and lessening the amount of 

melismas as the song continues. Stylistically, I have slowed down the ending to emphasize the 

final melismatic vocal line. This draws the piece further into the Flamenco style, giving it a 

dramatic ending (at 3:56). 

 

3.9 Summary 

As a professional singer, exploring the Flamenco vocal style has improved my vocal technique, 

in particular my belt range, by requiring me to support the sound using more proficient breath 

flow, supported through exhalation muscle engagement, and enhanced through developed 

resonance. The improvement is most obvious in my upper range as I have been able to develop 

the technique to produce belt voice far past my natural register transition while executing fast 

melismatic runs (embellishments). Overall, I believe that singing in this style has developed my 
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ability to sing with intensity, maintaining a strong emotional connection to the lyric. This has 

influenced my vocal expression as the repertoire is dynamically and emotionally demanding.  

 

Exploration of the Flamenco style has encouraged me to access my emotions without fear of 

judgement. It has placed a greater importance on expression over perfection, and as a result, I 

now spend more time focused on lyrical and emotional content within my own musical practice. 

As a performing artist, one of the greatest lessons I have learnt from observing professionals 

within this style is that raw emotion can be powerful and important when conveying strong 

feelings. Furthermore, the ability to commit to song, displaying intense emotions such as anger 

or grief has challenged me. Within my artistic practice, I have explored these emotions in their 

most primal forms by approaching my practice holistically, incorporating mind, body and soul.  
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4 Persian Classical music 

Considered one of the world’s oldest traditions, Persian Classical music has influenced many 

other musical styles over the centuries (Nettl, 1970, p. 187). Originally, this cultural practice 

stemmed from Ancient Greece, (Fifth Century to Forth Century B.C.) (Zonis, 1965, p. 636). It 

has been greatly influenced by Islamic traditions, which have both preserved and hindered its 

development (Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010; Zonis, 1965). I will begin this chapter with a brief 

historical outline of Persia and how its music has developed culturally over the centuries. 

Following this, I will discuss how I developed my own vocal technique in this style and 

implemented it within my compositions. Lastly, I will discuss how this has affected my practice 

and enriched my artistic practice. 

 

4.1 History 

Persia is a name that dates to the Persian Empire and also included other Middle Eastern 

countries as well as Egypt (Katouzian, 2009). However, today it generally refers to the language, 

art and culture of Iran (Zonis, 1965, p. 636). Additionally, “Persian” or “Farsi” are largely 

interchangeable terms that are both used to describe the native language spoken in Iran (Farhat, 

2004). There also appears to be an affinity towards the word “Persian” by musicians from that 

region, as it is considered “romantic” and alludes to Persia’s long history outside of its current 

political stance (O. Rahimi, personal communication, April 14, 2014; S. Toloui-Wallace, 

personal communication, May 1, 2014). As such, I use “Persian Classical music” rather than 

“Iranian Classical music” in this dissertation to describe the traditional music from Iran. 
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4.2 Culture and politics 

In terms of its practices and structure, Persian Classical music has not evolved greatly over the 

centuries (Zonis, 1965). Its most significant changes occurred in the 20th Century due to 

globalization and the influence of the West (Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010; Harris, 2017). Arguably, 

this influence has had both positive and negative repercussions for Persian Classical music. On 

the one hand, it has provided Western notation, which has allowed Persian Classical music to be 

transcribed for the first time and has permitted an influx of hybrids which have popularized 

Western music styles and instrumentation in Persian Classical music. On the other hand, 

according to some scholars, Western influence has threatened to dissolve Persian Classical music 

and its oral transmission (Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010; Zonis, 1965).  

 

During its history, Iran has been periodically governed by Islamic dictatorships (Lucas, 2015). 

Under Islamic law, Persian Classical music is restricted to the recitation of poetry and can only 

be performed for “celebrations of a sacramental nature” (Zonis, 1965, p. 637). As such, Zonis 

(1965) has argued that Persian Classical music was discouraged from growing during the same 

era when Western Classical music flourished in Europe (16th -19th Century). It is partly for this 

reason that Persian Classical music has not changed much over the years and remains closely 

tied to its ancient roots (Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010; Shiloah, 2001).  

  

Prior to 1979, Persian Popular music was prominent in Iran. Some scholars have argued that the 

Islamic Revolution of 1979, was a political and religious revolt against the influence of 

imperialism from the West (Panah, 2007; Harris, 2017) and led popular Persian artists into exile 
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and caused Popular music to be driven into the “black market” in Iran (Manuel, 1988; Naficy, 

1998).  

 

In contrast, others have contended that the revolution of 1979 helped to preserve and restore the 

tradition of Persian Classical music (Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010, pp. 109–110; Shafi-Katkanie as 

cited in Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010, p. 121). Moreover, they assert that it “re-awakened” oral 

traditions and renewed interest in Persian Classical repertoire known as the radif (Amoozegar-

Fassie, 2010; Shafi-Katkanie as cited in Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010). Today, Iran is still under the 

rule of the Islamic republic of 1979, which Harris (2017, p. 5) argues has limited modernization 

and economic growth in Iran in comparison to other developing countries. Lolavar (2013) states 

that since 1979, public performance by women is illegal, with the exception of performances in 

groups, or in private homes.   

 

4.3 Musical characteristics 

Persian Classical singing was historically inspired by the call of the canary and the nightingale 

(Nettl, 1970; O. Rahimi & B. Valadi, personal communication, June 18, 2014). It appears that 

through imitation of these birds Persian Classical singing adopted its characteristically bright 

resonant tone and distinctive broken melismatic passages known as tahrir (Manuel, 1988; O. 

Rahimi, personal communication, March 10, 2014). These long sob-like passages are greatly 

admired in Persian culture and mark the musicianship of a performer. Ultimately, the tahrir is 

used to “adorn” the music and heighten its intensity (O. Rahimi, personal communication, March 

10, 2014).  
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There are twelve dastgahs (scales or modes) found in Persian Classical music. These can be 

divided into seven principal dastgahs (Shour, Mahour, Homayon, Segāh, Chāhārgāh, 

Rāstpanjgāh, and Navā) and five subsidiary avazs (songs) derived from the principal dastgahs, 

Shour, and Homayon (Avaz-e Abuata, Avaz-e Dashti, Avaz-e Bayat-e Tork, Avaz-e Afshari, Avaz-

e Bayat-e Esfahan) (Lolavar, 2013). Together, these dastgahs form the entire radif, which is 

traditionally memorized by masters within this tradition. Each dastgah is made up of a series of 

gushehs (literally translated as “corners” and known as motifs in Western music), which are a 

sequence of four to five notes, spanning over a tetrachord or pentachord (Harris, 2017; Zonis, 

1965). Additionally, musicians use gushehs when improvising over a particular dastgah. As such, 

the length of a song is based upon the length of the poem and the development of the gushehs 

within a given dastgah. Ultimately, these are determined by the individual and how they were 

taught to perform each poem by their Master (Harris, 2017; Zonis, 1965).  

 

Farhat (2004) identifies that there are three theories behind the analysis of Persian Classical 

music. The first theory, introduced by Ali Faqi Naziri in the 1920s, is that Persian Classical 

music is made up of “24 quarter-tone” intervals (p. 9). The second theory, established in the 

1940s by Medhi Barkesli, is that the Persian Classical scale is made up of 22 quarter-tones 

(Farhat, 2004, p. 7). The final theory is that the Persian Classical scale is made up of five unique 

intervals (Farhat, 2004, p. 7). Additionally, Farhat (2004) contends that Persian Classical music is 

made up of equidistant tones that are smaller than the intervals found between semitones. As 

such, Persian Classical music is far removed from the traditional notes and musical scales found 

in Western music. This represents a major challenge to any musician with training only in the 

Western music tradition.  
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4.4 Performance practice 

Arguably, Persian Classical music comes “from the heart” more than Western music does (Nettl, 

1970, p. 187). My experience supports this view. The Persian Classical musicians I met during 

the course of this research each adopted a holistic approach to music, incorporating the mind, 

body and soul. This may be due to the interconnected relationship between poetry, music and 

culture in Iran (Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010; Nettl, 1970), where poetry is reflective of society and 

discusses topics such as religion, politics and culture (Amoozegar-Fassiep, 2010). As such, there 

is a great significance placed on the connection between Persian poetry and a performer’s ability 

to execute the music in its proper form. For the vocalist, this requires an advanced level of vocal 

technique including dynamic variation and an ability to interpret the music uniquely within the 

musical context (Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010). Additionally, there is an “interrelationship of 

prosody” in Persian Classical music (Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010, p. 2), the meter is driven by the 

rhythmic pattern of the words. Regardless of the lyrical content, it is also important that the 

musician follow the proper musical form outlined for each poem. Moreover, the performance 

should be presented in a manner that is aurally pleasing within the chosen musical form. 

 

4.5 Oral transmission 

Traditionally, Persian Classical music has been taught by oral transmission from master to 

student. Although there are many musical transcriptions of the radif, it may be argued that the 

best strategy for learning Persian Classical music is through this kind of oral transmission 

(Amoozegar-Fassie, 2010, p. 8). The radif is made up of 200 short melodic pieces (gushehs) and 

can take up to 12–15 years to master (P. Varamini, personal communication, May 23, 2016). This 

requires regular practice of each dastgah and an in-depth understanding of how to improvise on 
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the gushehs (Lolavar, 2013; P. Varamini, personal communication, May 23, 2016). Within 

lessons, the Master will recite one piece from the radif. The student does not recite this back to 

the teacher until the piece has been memorized in its entirety (P. Varamini, personal 

communication, May 23, 2016). Traditionally, one dastgah is mastered before moving on to the 

next. Over time, the student learns which gushehs can be used to flow from one mode to the 

next; this demonstrates true mastery of the style (O. Rahimi, personal communication, May 23, 

2016). 
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4.6 My experience 

In this section, I will discuss my immersion into Persian Classical music over the course of my 

research. I begin by sharing my experiences of travel to Islamic countries, which informed my 

appreciation and understanding of Persian culture. I note how interviewing local Persian 

musicians also shaped my etic perspective, and describe how I learnt to sing in the Persian 

Classical vocal style through a combination of listening (oral transmission) while integrating my 

understanding of Persian vocal technique through the lens of Western vocal pedagogy. I will then 

discuss how I implemented these styles within my own compositions, and detail how I executed 

Persian Classical vocal technique in two of my original compositions.  

 

Prior to the commencement of my research project, I had had little, if any, exposure to Persian 

Classical music. I chose Persian Classical music because it was Middle Eastern, and 

compositionally, I was already employing some musical qualities from this region. What further 

attracted me to this particular style was the vocal strength, passion, and the sob-like melismatic 

passages found within Persian music, which I felt could expand my own vocal expression.  

 

I began the ethnographic part of my research on this style by immersing myself in the local 

Persian community in my hometown, Brisbane. I was able to conduct interviews with native 

Persian Classical musicians and start private tuition with professional Persian Classical singer, 

Omid Rahimi. Initially, the challenge of this style was learning how to make the distinctive 

Persian Classical sound with my voice. My vocal teacher and supervisor, Dr. Irene Bartlett, and I 

decided that the best approach would be to have her present during my Persian Classical singing 

lessons with Mr. Rahimi. This would allow her to analyze and reinterpret how Mr. Rahimi was 
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creating the sound from a Western pedagogical point of view. As a result, the lesson was based 

on oral transmission, analysis of physiological action and singing. In essence, I would imitate 

Mr. Rahimi’s vocal lines and Dr. Bartlett would assist me to produce genuine style elements 

through analyzing and recreating his sung production and specific voice qualities.  

 

A common problem for singers is an inability to hear their sound from an external perspective, as 

most vocal sound is heard by the singer through the reverberation transmitted internally through 

the bones of the skull (I. Bartlett & R. Morris, personal communication, April 20, 2016). This 

methodology gave me a platform to understand the sound through my Western-trained ears and a 

mechanism to overcome the difficulty of assessing my sound whilst I was vocally reproducing 

his stylistic approach.  Eventually, through practice and exposure to the vocal style and vocal 

instruction from both Dr. Bartlett and Mr. Rahimi, I was able to create a vocal quality close to the 

characteristic Persian Classical sound. This also required my regular practice of the style using 

personal recordings of lessons to objectively evaluate my own sound.  

 

To re-create Persian Classical tonal qualities, I implemented a Western vocal technique called 

twang. This is a bright, forward vocal resonance that is often used in CCM for projection and for 

brightening vocal timbre. For Persian Classical singing, I used twang in speech quality (M1) 

which gave a “yell-like” resonant colour. This also took the unnecessary effort away from my 

larynx and created the resonance needed for transmission of the style. After this was achieved, I 

began to experiment with tahrir. Initially, I approached this from a Western perspective, treating 

the tahrir similarly to a melismatic passage (fast vocal line). However, I soon recognized that 

there was a broken quality to the tahrir, which required me to sing from a heavy speech-like 
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quality to a light vocal quality through the use of sob. When I executed twang, sob and fast 

registration changes very quickly, I was able to create tahrir. In order to flow quickly through the 

tahrir I learnt that it is easier to change the vowel shape throughout a long vocal passage than it 

is to remain on one vowel. Overall, this technique can be likened to yodel rather than a melisma 

within CCM voice training. Furthermore, while analyzing the sound, I observed that Persian 

Classical singers tend to sing on open vowel shapes. Interestingly, vocal sounds may also be 

adjusted from the mouth to the nose at the end of held notes or long vocal passages (such as the 

tahrir). This nasal quality gives a distinctive colour to the vocal tone that adds variance and 

interest to the phrase.  

 

As the radif is so broad and complex to the Western ear (being traditionally sung in Farsi), I 

began singing songs in the Mahour mode, which is a dastgah similar to the Western major scale. 

In preparation for each lesson, I recited poetry that Omid Rahimi had recorded for me to learn. 

For this research, I focused on Persian Classical poetry outside of the radif; as such, Mr. Rahimi 

recited poems written by Khayaam and Hafez, translated into English and sung into the Mahour 

mode. 

 

4.7 Travel – an etic perspective 

Part of my goal with this research was to visit a Middle Eastern country to experience (albeit 

briefly) day to day life in an Islamic country, as Iran was not practical for me due to the wars 

surrounding Iran in 2015. As such, I travelled to Turkey for a month (August 2015), which 

helped to give me an insight into Persian culture. I remember the first morning I spent in Turkey, 

waking up at 5am to a sea of voices echoing over the valley. This, I soon realized, was the call to 
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the prayer (adhan), which is recited five times a day and draws a moment of focus to the daily 

lives of Muslims.  I also experienced the adhan in my one-month trip to Morocco (September 

2015), and while the cultures of Iran and Morocco are very different in many ways, this 

experience gave me another perspective into Islamic culture. In my travels, I noted a variance in 

the way the adhan was sung between Turkey and Morocco. In Turkey, the adhan appeared more 

melodious and was sung in the mid to upper registers of the male vocal range, however, in 

Morocco, the adhan was more monotone and was sung slightly lower in the male vocal range. In 

my travels, I was able to visit various parts of Turkey and Morocco, and while they no doubt 

differ from Iranian culture, these travels gave me an insight into the daily rituals that are 

practiced within a majority Islamic culture like Iran. 

  

Back home in Brisbane, I continued to work with musicians from Iran. In my experience and 

observation from working with Persian musicians, there appeared to be a great emphasis on the 

contemplation of lyrics and emotional integrity of the song. Moreover, the practice of music 

appeared to be contemplative and tied to personal expression underpinned by religious belief. 

This was evident in an interview I conducted with a Brisbane based Persian singer-songwriter 

who had created an album based on Baha’i poems, which were derived from the Baha’i faith. 

She was able to share her experiences as a vocalist and what drove her as an artist. It was evident 

that poetry was the most important element to her; she became quite passionate, contemplative 

and at times emotional from discussing her faith, her love of singing, and the meaning of the text.  

 

A common theme in Persian artistic practice is that the lyrics drive the music, and not the other 

way around. Furthermore, it is the prosody of the poem that drives the musical expression. For 
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this reason, Persian Classical repertoire cannot be taught without memorizing and reciting the 

poetry first. It appears that the Persian approach to music is largely contemplative, with a 

subservience to the lyrical content that allows a shift of focus from the need to perform well to 

the need to perform with intent. As such, Persians will make a judgement on how beautiful a 

piece of music is based upon its lyrics rather its melody. In contrast, it appears that Western 

audiences are far more forgiving of lyrical content as long as the melodic content is “catchy” or 

of interest. As a teacher, I fall into the habit of learning the melody to a piece of music and then 

delving into the lyrical content as a secondary focus. However, as a performer, I am aware that I 

engage more deeply with the lyrical content to express emotion and intent. In contrast, Persian 

Classical music is approached the opposite way around. This is not to dismiss the discipline that 

is taken to learn the musical elements involved in the artistry; it is intended to convey that the 

musicians have practiced the dastgahs to such an extent that the musical modes are integrally 

intertwined within the poetry. Traditionalists will argue that gushehs were never designed to be 

taken outside of the dastgahs nor the radif. Thankfully, Persian popular music has demonstrated 

how Persian Classical repertoire can be taken out of its context and popularized in society, 

thereby allowing singer-songwriters such as myself to shift my own musical focus and to explore 

new sounds that are rich and evocative in my own compositions. 

 

4.8 Compositions 

As I typically take an organic approach towards creating new music, my incorporation of Persian 

Classical vocal technique into my compositions was not overly predetermined. Rather, it became 

a source of inspiration that I used to enrich my compositions and the quality of my vocal 

expression. As such, I would allow a vocal or musical idea to progress and naturally include 
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Persian Classical influence when it seemed appropriate. I found that I gained more emotional 

depth when I executed the tahrir in vocal passages. Therefore, I began implementing this style 

particularly when I wanted to convey feelings of anger or sadness. I also used a Persian Classical 

vocal quality when I wanted to give a particular colour to the sound for aesthetic purposes. 

 I did not set out to intentionally compose songs using the musical intervals found in Persian 

Classical modes; however, it seems that by immersing myself within the music, I unintentionally 

began incorporating Persian Classical musical characteristics in my compositions. Due to my 

lack of understanding and awareness of the various modes within Persian Classical music, I 

relied on my Persian Classical teacher and other Persian Classical instrumentalists to inform me 

when I had composed a song using a particular mode.  

 

4.8.1 Twisted and wild (track 5) 

This piece is written predominantly in the key of Ab major and alludes to the natural minor 

(Aeolian mode) with the frequent use of the flattened 6th and 7th notes (see figure 6).  

  Fig. 6 “Twisted and wild” (Appendix A, track 5, 1:55-2:07) 

It moves into the key of Gb minor throughout the pre-chorus and chorus, using the occasional 

sharpened 6th to add dissonance to the melody. The bridge, resolves back to Ab major, which 

gives the piece a feeling of resolve. This resolve is also reflected in the lyrical content with 

words such as “fly” and “free” (see Appendix F for lyrics). Ultimately, the frequent key changes 

give the piece an unsettled feel, which helps to heighten the intensity of the overall song.  
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Through my exploration of Persian Classical voice, I felt inspired to intergrate some of the 

emotive qualities found within this style into my singing performance. In the chorus, I use tahrir 

within the words “wild” (at 1:13) and “lie” (at 1:26) to give the lyrics a broken quality and to 

emphasize the feelings of rage and frustration throughout the chorus. In the bridge, I feature long 

melismatic, improvised vocal passages. I refer to this as a Western version of the tahrir, which is 

utilized at the end of phrases to add intensity and give a sense of freedom to the lyrics. In the 

final chorus, I feature more traditional vocal tahrir (at 3:52). According to O. Rahimi (personal 

communication, June 18, 2014), the notes I am singing are based around the motifs (gushehs) 

found in the Persian avaz (unmetered vocal section), Esfahan, from the dastgah Homayon. 

Originally, I had intended to feature Mr. Rahimi in this section, however, I decided to use 

recordings of his vocal lines as an inspiration for my own tahrir. Here, I am able to demonstrate 

my ability to sing in the Persian Classical style. Ultimately, the addition of the improvised vocal 

tahrir is intended to uplift the final chorus and emphasize the sense of anger and frustration 

throughout the song. This also helps to emphasize the change of mood at the end of the piece, 

which returns to the melody found in the bridge and ends abruptly on the word “free”.  

on the word “free”.  

 

 

4.8.2 It’s said and done (track 6) 

This piece is written in F minor and uses the Phrygian mode to embellish the melody (figure 7). 
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Fig. 7 - “It’s said and done” (Appendix A, track 6, 0:39- 1:03) 

This gives the song a haunting quality that adds tension and resolve throughout the piece. While 

composing this piece, I started experimenting with Persian Classical vocal tahrir, Persian 

Classical instrumentation, and melodic lines. To demonstrate this, I intentionally composed the 

bridge to equally feature Persian Classical and Western instrumentation, incorporating melodies 

written in the Persian mode Homayon (at 4:00). The beginning of this section features melodic 

lines from the Kamancheh (Persian spike fiddle) and the Tar, traditional Persian stringed 

instruments that date back 1,500 years (C. Arean, personal communication, March 22, 2017). 

Following this, the vocal tahrir begins and Western instruments such as the distorted electric 

guitar and drums return to the mix (at 4:12). The vocal tahrir executed in this section is similar 

to the Persian avaz Bidad, from the dastgah Homayon (C. Arean, personal communication, 

March 22, 2017). I wanted to use tahrir to uplift the mood and allow the listener to get a sense of 

emotional release. Like a musical yell, the tahrir sung in the upper register of the voice adds a 

climactic element that intensifies the song, and strengthens the final chorus (see Appendix G for 

lyrics). I have deliberately composed the piano accompaniment to replicate the Tar, which in 

Persian Classical music, often plays repetitive melodic motifs underneath the vocal lines. To the 

untrained ear, this can sometimes sound busy, however it is intended to weave into the music and 

complement the vocal lines.  

 

4.9 Summary 

Whilst I do not claim to be a master of the Persian Classical style of music, I am a great admirer 

of its vocal tradition and the culture of its people. I was moved by the warmth of the Persian 

Classical musicians I met and their willingness to teach me and embrace fellow musicians from 
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outside their culture. Over the course of this research, I have learnt to appreciate the 

contemplation that seems to be valued highly in Persian culture. There is a holistic approach to 

performance and practice which I greatly admire and hope to build further into my own artistic 

approach. As a vocalist, I have grown from exploring Persian Classical singing, as it has 

challenged my perception of “good” singing and has allowed me to access a power within my 

own voice that I did not know I possessed. It has also challenged me to focus more on the lyrical 

content of my compositions and connect with the driving force that drove each song in the first 

place. As a composer, it has challenged me to explore instruments outside CCM and to add 

texture through the use of traditional and non-traditional instrumentation.  Ultimately, exploring 

Persian Classical music and Persian Classical vocal technique may help other CCM composers 

and singers broaden their musical choices by integrating non-western voice production, tone and 

timbre in their artistic practice.  Furthermore, researching this style might inspire contemplative, 

and lyrically driven expression in CCM artists as it has for me.  
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5 Conclusion 

Over the past three years, through the study of and immersion in each culture, I have explored 

how to incorporate Irish traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical styles within my own artistic 

practice. Several motivations led me towards this exploration of vocal styles from diverse 

cultures. Initially, I envisaged that my research would lead to a pathway to develop new colours 

within my own vocal colour palette, which I hoped would enrich my artform. But perhaps more 

importantly, exploring non-Western vocal styles has become the key to discovering new 

approaches to performance, enriching my vocal technique, expanding my compositions and 

extending my artistry. Additionally, I hope that this research project will contribute to academic 

resources within CCM, interesting other singers and singer-songwriters in music from diverse 

vocal styles to enrich and extend their CCM practice.   

 

The investigation of three styles of music, Irish traditional, Flamenco, and Persian Classical, has 

allowed me to begin to scratch the surface of each style, each of which has had an immense 

influence on my artistic practice. These styles have become creative outlets for me, allowing me 

to find new forms of expression and inspiring new works. What I have mastered through this 

research is an ability to access my whole instrument (range, tones, timbres etc.). Furthermore, 

this has been a holistic journey, a balance between mind, body, and soul, which has developed 

my music and performance practice. What I did not anticipate was the extent to which this 

research would impact my view of music beyond my Western-based training and thinking. 
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5.1 Vocalist 

As an “outsider” to these cultures, I developed and extended my vocal technique through tuition, 

experimentation, and observation of vocal professionals within Irish traditional, Flamenco and 

Persian Classical music. Acknowledging the risk that my exploration might be perceived as an 

exploitation of these practices, I argue that music that stems from oral traditions will always be 

susceptible to change (Ó Canainn, 1993). I am inspired by these styles to express my own 

musical creations from genuine life experiences, and I do this in a spirit of respect for the 

cultures from which they were derived. 

 

As a vocalist, learning and practicing these styles has greatly enhanced my own vocal technique. 

I believe that one of the reasons I improved my vocal technique is that I had no preconceived 

idea of how to create the sound quality needed for each vocal style. This challenged me to rely 

on my own aural abilities and reinterpret sounds that were at times “foreign” or even “ugly” to 

my own ear in order to understand their aesthetic ethnocentric value (Kauffman,1969). 

Interestingly, creating sounds that challenged my perception of what a “beautiful” tone is 

ultimately allowed me to discover sounds that were both engaging and aesthetically pleasing.  

 

Through my exploration of Persian Classical and Flamenco vocal technique, I discovered that 

my voice is a lot stronger and more commanding than I initially thought it was. Singing Persian 

Classical and Flamenco repertoire has notably improved my belt range and freed my ability to 

engage more speech quality in my upper register. Additionally, I have improved my ability to 

mask the break between my lower and upper registers more effectively, which has given me a 

seamless sounding vocal range. Through singing in the Irish traditional style, I have greatly 
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improved my ability to sing softly in my spoken range. I have also learnt the art of creating 

subtle dynamic variations to add musicality to vocal lines. An unexpected outcome from 

studying Irish traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical singing is that I have extended my 

vocal range. It seems that by improving coordination between the muscles that control light and 

heavy singing I have ultimately freed my sound and have developed more vocal flexibility within 

my range which has extended my lower and upper registers. 

 

Overall, I have discovered that my voice is very adaptable to change and is well suited to non-

Western styles. Through research, I have learnt new ways to use sound, and as a vocalist, I feel 

confident that I can continue exploring new vocal qualities with a solid grasp of how my voice 

functions.  Ultimately, I believe that my experience may pave the way for other CCM vocalists 

and musicians to explore music from non-Western cultures as a tool to extend their own artistic 

practice.   Furthermore, I would suggest that musical techniques from non-Western styles could 

be adopted into CCM practice as an alternative method of learning and teaching music.      

 

5.2 Composer 

While I feel that research has probably enhanced my vocal technique more than composing has, I 

do believe that it has enriched my artwork. It has also steered my compositions in a new 

direction. When composing, prior to this research, I tried not to “get in the way” of the creative 

process, and as such, I tended to write songs based upon an inspiration or story that came to mind 

naturally. In the past, this process led me to produce songs in varying CCM styles, and this was 

difficult to market. At times, my music also confused audiences who were unable to predict my 

musical style. 
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During this research project, I have written songs with the intention of incorporating 

characteristic elements from Irish traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical music. With this in 

mind, I opted to compose organically, exploring how vocal qualities or musical techniques from 

each style could be implemented to enhance the music. This sparked my creativity and inspired 

new musical techniques within my compositions. Ultimately, this has made it easier for me to 

place these songs within indie pop/rock, and also under the label world music in CCM. 

 

Through exposure to recordings, videos, concerts, and tuition, I have developed an aural 

understanding of style that has informed my compositions. This is particularly evident in my 

Irish traditional and Flamenco compositions, where I easily incorporated stylistic characteristics 

from both styles. Arguably, this may be due to my greater exposure to these musical styles prior 

to my studies.  In comparison, my Persian Classical-inspired compositions feature fewer stylistic 

elements, as I am yet to fully grasp the various musical modes that make up this complex style. 

 

Overall, I have been challenged to write songs with more lyrical and musical intent. As an artist, 

I believe this has given my compositions depth, has led my music in a direction which I find 

exciting. I hope that my research experiences might inspire other CCM artists, composers and 

scholars to investigate non-Western musical characteristics as a means to expand artistic practice 

and compositions.    
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5.2.1 Exiled (Track 7) 

On the accompanying album, I have included an extra track, “Exiled” (Track 7), to demonstrate 

my ability to incorporate Irish traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical music into one song. I 

will now discuss how I have implemented these styles within this composition.  

 

This song was inspired by the theme score “Now I am free” by Hans Zimmer and Lisa Gerrard 

from the movie “Gladiator”. Over the past few years, I have been deeply moved by the 

devastation of war in the Middle East (in particular the war in Syria in 2015), and I created a 

vocalise based upon the heartache of the people in these areas. Without using lyrics, I allow the 

listener to interpret this devastation in his or her own way. However, I use the imagery of a 

woman who has been exiled from her home only to find her child lying lifeless upon the ground. 

This song depicts her emotions of shock, grief, outrage and confusion as she comes to terms with 

the loss of her child.  The first section (0:01-0:59), depicts the shock that she feels as she finds 

her child lifeless. Cradling him, she tries to nurse him back to life. The next section (1:00-2:38), 

conveys her grief and outrage as she mourns her child.  This is followed by the return of the 

initial vocal theme as she tries to find help (2:40-3:09). The last section (3:10-3:53), marks a 

clear change in mood as she becomes frantic and confused, searching for someone to help. This 

musical moment depicts her frustration and panic as the she is overcome with loss, confusion and 

displacement. 

 

At the beginning of this piece I use very light vocal registration which is normally found in Irish 

traditional singing (highlighting the feelings of shock and loss as the mother cradles her child). I 
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also use vocal swells and embellishments to add colour and emotional intent throughout the 

piece, which is stylistic of both Irish traditional and Flamenco singing. This song also features 

Persian tahrir, which I have used to emphasise feelings of grief and confusion.  As the Persian 

tahrir is not normally metered, I have allowed my voice to naturally fall off the beat at various 

points in the song. Overall, this adds to the intensity of the vocal lines, which keep with the 

Persian Classical style. Musically, I have incorporated Western and Persian Classical 

instrumentation with the use of piano, strings, double bass, Daf and Ney (Persian flute), to help 

support the vocal lines.  

 

5.3 Artistry 

As a professional musician, I have always looked for ways to extend my art and further my 

music making opportunities. I believe exploring these styles has opened artistic and commercial 

opportunities for me. It has also given me more confidence as an artist, allowing me to be more 

creative and experimental with my work. Throughout my research, I have been inspired by the 

emotional integrity and commitment that singers from the styles within my study display in their 

performances. I believe that observation and immersion has improved my approach to my art, as 

I am more committed to the integrity of the performance and am less worried about perfecting 

the sound. These days, there are pieces that I perform where I find it difficult to separate the 

emotion from the lyrics. Audience members now comment more frequently on my commitment 

to performance, noting both my facial expressions and use of hand gestures, which for them 

highlight the character of and the story behind the music. As such, I am finding that audiences 

are better understanding what I am singing even when they do not understand the language. 

Ultimately, I am learning to cross language barriers, connecting further with the emotional 
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expression of the pieces I perform, and connecting better with audiences in the process. I would 

hope that this might be reflected in the experience of other CCM artists, and I believe 

investigating and performing non-Western styles can extend performance practice and open new 

musical opportunities. 

 

5.4 CCM 

This research contributes to the limited scholarly investigation into CCM incorporating non-

Western styles, fusion musics and artistic practice for singers, composers and performers. My 

exploration into fusions of pop/rock music with non-Western styles is not “new”, but does help 

to fill a gap within academic research for the training of singers of CCM styles.  

 

For future research, I would recommend that CCM artists, vocalists, composers and practitioners 

explore other non-Western styles (outside of Irish traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical 

music) to see how they can extend their own artistic practice and expand CCM compositional 

works. I encourage scholars and CCM vocal pedagogues to investigate how non-Western vocal 

techniques can be implemented within CCM training. 

 

Overall, I hope this research highlights the benefits of exploring vocal qualities and musical 

elements from non-Western styles into CCM artistic practice. Arguably, aspects of this study 

could be offered to CCM students and practitioners as alternative methods to build technique, 

develop aural training, and expand artistry. As a singer and vocal teacher, I feel that the vocal 

qualities I have developed through this research could help “free” vocal faults in singers who 

find it difficult to master the many techniques required in CCM styles (for example, learning to 
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sing in the Persian Classical or Flamenco vocal style could help develop belt singing in the upper 

register). Additionally, these styles and other non-Western styles could be used to assist CCM 

singers in exploring new sounds and ways of expression.  

 

5.5 Closing words 

Through this artistic research, I have learnt to better appreciate musical qualities and to respect 

the mastery of vocal artists within each of the cultures I have studied. Consequently, I have been 

able to find ways to integrate Irish traditional, Flamenco and Persian Classical styles within my 

own compositions, while respecting the beauty and uniqueness within each style.  

 

Overall, this thesis and my recorded tracks (see my supplementary tracks) demonstrate how I 

have implemented the three culture-based styles within my own compositions to enrich and 

extend my CCM compositions and singing performances. Ultimately, I hope this research will 

inspire other CCM singers, composers and performers to explore the potential for enriching and 

expanding their own artistic practice in a similar way. I have thoroughly enjoyed immersing 

myself in both exploring the music and meeting with people from each culture. 
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7 Appendices 

Appendix A 

Please follow link to recorded tracks which are designed to accompany this dissertation 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxcmwLpW5-0XcGtNT2REQjhqRHc 

 

Song order:   

Track one: “Ashes”  

Track two: “Remember me” 

Track three: “No fue amor” 

Track four: “Bonita” 

Track five: “Twisted and wild” 

Track six: “It’s said and done” 

Track seven: “Exiled” 

 

Album credits: 

1. “Ashes” composed by Susanna O’Leary 

Susanna O’Leary – vocals, piano 

Donald McKay - bodhrán 

Amanda McNeilly – strings 

Lachlan Symons – double bass  

Strings arranged by Liam Malby 

 

2. “Remember me” composed by Susanna O’Leary 

Susanna O’Leary – vocals, piano 

Keita Neralic - guitars 

Lachlan Symons – bass 

Isaac Cavallaro - drums  

Cody McWaters - Additional Production 

 

3. “No fue amor” composed by Susanna O’Leary 

Susanna O’Leary – vocals 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxcmwLpW5-0XcGtNT2REQjhqRHc
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Camarón de la Vega – guitar 

Amanda McNeilly – strings 

Lachlan Symons – double bass 

Strings arranged by Tamil Rogeon 

 

4. “Bonita” composed by José Macías, arranged by Susanna O’Leary & Camarón de la Vega 

Susanna O’Leary – vocals 

Camarón de la Vega - guitars 

 

5. “Twisted and Wild” composed by Susanna O’Leary 

Susanna O’Leary – vocals, keys 

Benjamin Shannon - Tabla  

Jordan Brunoli - Drums, Percussion  

Lachlan Symons - Bass  

Liam Malby - Guitars, String Programming  

Cody McWaters - Additional Production 

 

6.“It’s said and done” composed by Susanna O’Leary 

Susanna O’Leary – vocals, piano 

Cieavash Arean – tar, kamanchech, daf 

Keita Neralic - guitars 

Lachlan Symons – bass 

Isaac Cavallaro - drums  

Cody McWaters - Additional Production 

 

7. “Exiled” composed by Susanna O’Leary 

Susanna O’Leary – vocals, piano 

Amanda - strings  

Cieavash Arean – tar, ney, daf 

Lachlan Symons – double bass  

Cody McWaters - additional production 
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Strings arranged by Tamil Rogeon 

 

All piano recorded @ IMERSD, Griffith University by Cody McWaters and Liam Malby 

Drums on tracks 2 & 6 recorded @ IMERSD, Griffith University by Cody McWaters and Liam 

Malby 

Guitars on tracks 2 & 6 recorded @ Aisle 6 by Liam Malby 

All other tracks recorded @ Aisle 6 by Cody McWaters  

 

Mixed by Cody McWaters @ Aisle 6 

Mastered by Matthew Gray 
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Appendix B 

“Ashes” (track 1) 

Verse 1 & 2 

Ashes, breaking down into nothing, 

how could my life be worth something,  

when all that’s in me wants relief. 

Unspoken, everything around’s distorted 

and how my heart it is racing, 

nothing left just need to breathe. 

 

Pre-chorus 

And oh, all of my life I had held you as you cried 

and now it is you who must hold me as I die 

And there’s so much left to say, 

and there’s so much here can’t leave you this way. 

 

Chorus 

Broken but you’re so beautiful, 

it’s unspoken how it enrages you and I know you can,  

you will make it through with time. 

 

Verse 3 & 4 

Changing, what I feel and what it is happening. 

Fear takes hold and I am shaking, 

watch you scramble all around. 

 

Silence, emptiness where there was laughter, 

finding peace in ever after. 

I will see you soon again. 

 

Pre-chorus (first half) 
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Bridge 

Oh life lingers, changing hour by hour, 

not knowing what’s out there but trusting what’s within.  

 

Pre-chorus (second half) 

 

Chorus (x 3) 
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Appendix C 

“Remember me” (track 2) 

Intro 

AH... 

Verse 1 

I remember when you held my hand, 

you decided that you’d help me to stand. 

Always instigating, always craving what you could not have, 

you lie, you lied, you left apart of you and now I,  

 

Pre-chorus 

Should I run from you, rise to you, break you down? 

Should I fight to know the truth and why you held me down 

Or should I ride into the night just to seize control?  

To look into your eyes and watch you as you fall. 

 

Chorus 

When the night draws it’s light and the battlefield’s in sight, 

will you fight for your life or just give in, reveal your sin. 

I’ll draw my lines and I barrack up my mind,  

but I won’t let you in, just to win, plead innocent. 

 

Verse 3  

I remember as I walked away, 

you decided that you liked things that way. 

But now I’m back and I’m so much stronger than before. 

I’ll raise my flag, I’ll run you down just to watch you fall. 

 

Chorus 

Bridge 

You ride, you ride, just to save your life. 
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Now you must face the lies that you have made, 

You run away, you ride until the night is dawn but  

that won’t change what you have done and what is  

coming forth.  Coming forth! 

 

Chorus 

Outro 

Coming forth! AH...  
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Appendix D 

“No fue amor” (track 3) 

Fue culpa de mi corazon 

Fue su culpa y bien lo se 

Se escapo en la noche 

No se por que, no lo comprendo 

 

Pero no es lo que tu piensas 

No habia otro amor 

y no es lo que tu sientes 

Ay!  que no fue amor 

 

Dime cuando te dije "te quiero" 

y que te amo mas que todo 

Y que en tu vida estare siempre 

Amor, ¿cuando te dije? 

 

Lo siento corazon 

No se cual es la razon 

Que me odias tanto ya 

No fue la culpa mia 

Hemos perdido el amor. 

 

¡Ay! que no fue amor 

No me entiendes ni me conoces 

Esto no fue real 

¡Ay! lo que sera sera 

Ya es el final, Ya es el final 

¡Ay! que no fue amor 
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Appendix E 

“Bonita” (track 4) 

Composed by José Macías  

 

Bonita como el lucero 

Que alumbra la madrugada 

Como la flor perfumada 

Como la luna en desvelo 

Bonita cual los rumores 

De mis bambucos sentidos 

Cuando muy dulce al oido 

Te habla de mis amores 
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Appendix F 

“Twisted and wild” (track 5) 

Verse 1 

Anger resides,        

waiting to burst forth to find a life. 

Break down the walls and free the soul, 

and lift the shame that seized control. 

  

Pre-chorus 

Fear is my friend I am warmed by its comfort, 

knowing that life flows within. 

Desperately changing and molding myself, 

knowing that I don’t fit in. 

 Scared of what I’ll show, 

and scared of what you’ll find. 

Scared of what is lurking deep within. 

  

Chorus 

And I, I’m twisted and wild. 

I’m ready to rise I can feel it inside. 

Enraged by the lies, 

been biding my time now I’m ready to strike. 

  

Verse 2 

Bursting with life, 

willing my wings to take their flight. 

believing in truth that freed the soul, 

and soaring above beyond control. 

  

Pre-chorus 

Beauty from ashes I have grown in their pastures, 
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knowing that life flows within. 

Trusting the voice that can stand, it’s my choice, 

knowing that I can fit in. 

  

Chance to make a change 

and leave the past behind, 

knowing all I’ve learnt will lead me on. 

 

Chorus 

Bridge 

Let myself be free and let me fly, 

let me rise 

Let myself be free and let me fly, 

  

Chorus (x2) 

Outro 

Let myself be free and let me fly, 

let me rise 

Let myself be free! 
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Appendix G 

“It’s said and done” (track 6) 

 

Verse 1 

I hold your life here and you can’t run, 

chained to words that were your own. 

Speak to them sweetly, try and explain, 

Your hands are dirty, caught up in your game. 

 

Pre-chorus 

It’s said and done,  

you hold the gun, 

your luck’s undone and you can’t run 

and sooner come fighting for your life. 

 

Chorus 

Run from me cause I, 

I will break you down one piece at a time. 

You’ll see, I don’t need to fight ‘cause I have won, 

it’s said and done. 

 

Verse 2 

Desperate and wanting you lay awake, 

lacking wisdom from all your mistakes. 

Searching for something to take away the pain. 

Not knowing your justice, caught up in your game. 

 

Pre-chorus  

Chorus 

Instrumental 

Chorus  
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                                                   Appendix H
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